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G R A N T ’S CAM PS,

WOODS,

P H ILL IP S ,

M A IN E ,

AUGUST 13, 1914

PRICE 4 CENTS

KEN N EBAG O , M A IN E

i ► Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
1* We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
![ bath. Write for information, train service etc.
I,
ED GRANT & SON CO.

| B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S »»»>*
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Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmegruntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to catnps—Telephone connections—Two mails daily—Write for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine

LAKEW OOD GAMPS,
,

Middle dam , M a i n e

£

One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mile river affords the best of
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.

w

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine
BLAKESLEE LAKE GAWP5
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake. X
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to’_4
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
|

OF

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
IttW V W W H W tW W W W H H

| Mountain View House |
Mountain View. Maine
L. E. BOWLEY,
| Mountain View,
Maine. §
For farther particulars write or address
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S O U L E ’S

Write fo r Booklet that will tell You all about it,

19 14

Individual Camps. Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and Stream Fish
ing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

m

GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING

R A N G E LE Y LAK ES H O TEL CO ., Rangeley, Maine
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Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
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CAMPS

Home Camp, Ox Bow;
Lake Millmagassett, Maine. Log Cabins
Best of Fly Fishing and Trolling for Large Trout. Salmon and Brook Trout.
Moose, Deer. Bear. Partridges and Duck.
Telegraph to Masardis,
Phone to Ox BowWrite to
Via Fort Kent Divisiou, Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
Yours Eternally,

B IL L Y

SOULE.

Formerly at Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic, Rangeley Lakes.

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
This wonderful fishing1 and vacation section is situated on a
high tableland in

Rumford, friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Cole, were also guests over Sunday.
Their sou Nahum is employed at
the hotel this summer assisting in
the office.
The family of kittens are attract
ing lots of attention.
The mother
cat is snow white and has four per
fectly snow white kittens and one
gray one. It is a pretty family and
very unusual.

iceahle additions is the fine tennis
court which is on the mainland and
is a large one. They intend to make
this court as fine a one as there is
in the region.
One of the improvements talked of
is raising the roof of the main camp,
and having the dining room upstairs,
but many of the old time guests pre
fer it as it is. They have many im
provements
in mind hut as Mr.
Toothaker remarked, it takes time.
On Sunday we took a little trip
They are having a fine season and
down the lakes, stopping at the every camp is taken.
The camps
Mooselookmeguntic House for supper. will be open until November and
Mrs. F. B. Bums who has man
hunting parties will tarry there, for
aged this hotel since the death of the hunting in that section is unsur
her husband, is certainly a remark- j
passed.
able woman, and has been most
The trip to Lincoln Pond is a pop
capable in the business. She keeps
ular one with the guests at these
herself in touch with all depart
camps and one can always get the
ments, is at the desk much of thefish there.
time, and it goes without saying
As we sat on the veranda before
that she is the busiest woman in the,
dinner, two different parties return
whole lake region.
ed from a little fishing trip, one boat
At the present time every room in ■
having a 4-pound salmon and smaller
the hotel an<j cottages also are all
ones, and the other a
handsome
taken and the entire month will be;
trout, about two pounds, and others.
a busy one.
One will not make a mistake if
The guests are always busy a t‘
he
plans his outing at Pleasant
this hotel, as it is a central place!
Island
Camps.
His wants will be
for many fine fishing trips, besides;
the excellent fishing right at the’ well looked after by both Mr. and
door, and although it is midsummer, - Mrs. Toothaker.

many fishing parties are out each;
day and usually with some success,
with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately if not excellent.
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
We had a pleasant call with Mrs.
water, snvigorating air; with the best of accommodations at moderate prices,
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho T, L. Page and Mrs. Josephine
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those Bums. Mr. and Mrs. Page are de
preferring this class of amusement.
lightfully located at Camp Ridlon and
are “ keeping house" this season. Mi^
issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn Page, who was so critically ill in the
ished upon application to
spring with pneumonia, has entirely
recovered, and one cannot realize
that he has reached the age of 84,
when they see him moving around
lady to meet and assists her hus
so briskly assisting Mrs. Burns in
band very materially to make things many ways about the place,; as he
social at Mingo.
has not forgotten in any way how
Saturday evening their weekly hop| a hotel should ha run.
was enjoyed, Mrs. Maggie Harris coh>
Although the business of running
It was the good
fortune of a ing down from Rangeley to play the
Maine Woods reporter to be a week piano and with the violin and victro- camps is a new one to Mr. .and Mrs.
they
have
very inspiring Weston Toothaker, they have taken
end guest at the Mingo Springs Hotel la
dances to it like “ ducks to water,” and at
on Rangeley lake, one of the most at music for all the new
so
popular
at
the Pleasant Island Camps, oue finds
tractive spots among the many to which are
present time. Mr. Lambert, a young the same good table and attractions
be found in that region.
man from Boston Is a most excell as were found when “ Billy” was the
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Cole have leas
ent dancer and he is perfecting the proprietor. We dined here on Sun
ed the hotel of Prof. J. M. Munyon,
guests in this art.
The
evening day and a most delicious dinner was
and although the business arrange
came to an end with all Joining in served. This is their second sum
ments for taking over the hotel
the good old Virginia Reel with en mer as the managers and in that
were not completed till late in the
thusiasm. Many from the cottages time much has been accomplished,
season, they have reason to feel very
attend.
but not all that they hope to.
much gratified at the patronage they
Mrs. B. C. J. Eastman, who came; One of the most important and notare receiving. They have numerous
early to open up the house and man-;
guests and more coming.
age
it for Prof. Munyon until it was
Mr. Cole is an up-to-date hotel man
leased,
is assisting the management
and has had years of experience in|
the business, knows the wants of in whatever way she can to makej
his guests before they are expressed. it enjoyable for the guests.
SINCLAIR, Entomologist. Dept. 9,
Mrs. Cole is a most pleasant little; Mr. and Mrs. Wallace White of
N O R T H -W E S T E R N

M AIN E

The SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

F. N. BEAL,

General Passenger Agent,

Phillips, Maine.

NOTES ON THREE
FINE PLACES

BUTTERFLIES

HOW ABOUT A
MOTOR CAR TRIP?
Those Who Combine Camping and
Motoring Will Not Regret It.
A motor car trip? “Nice, but expen
sive,” is the verdict of the average
small car owner when his family or
friends suggest that the family Ford
take father, mother and the kids on a
long touring vacation. Thei’e are vi
sions of tire bills, gasoline bills and
the high prices charged at picturesque
wayside taverns that have been made
picturesque at the expense of hun
dreds of autoists who have stopped
there, and left refreshed In mind and
body, but depleted in pocket book.
“It Avould be fine if I had a $5000 car
and an income to correspond, taut
since the car is in the $500-$1000 class
we'd better go to that same old board
ing house down on the shore” says
the canny small car owner, who de
cides that clay and week end trips
may be within the range. of pocket
book, but that trips lasting a fort
night or a month or two are out of the
question.
But there is a more economical, and
to the lover of things outdoors a more
(Continued on page five)

THE WATER
CARNIVAL
A Gala Day August 20 With Fancy
Diving, Races, Etc.
(Special Correspondence)

The gala day of the season of 1914
at the Rangeley Lakes is to be
Thursday, August 20. Then the Rangeley Motor Boat Club are to give
a carnival which will by far surpass
any water sports ever given in this
part of the state.
The sport will commence at 11
o’clock in the morning when there
will be three swimming races: 1st
for 100 yards; 2nd 50 yards; and
3rd 25 yards. Then there will be
distance and fancy diving, ^ 3
Great fun is expected from the
Boys and Girls Log race, and the
Canoe Tilting, Relay races
of
teams of four and special sports to
be announced later will all be ex
citing and interesting.
At 4 o’clock p. m. the Motor Boat
races will be called, and every own
er of a motor boat on
Rangeley
Lake it is hoped will enter the carn
ival.
First comes the Displacement Mottor Boats, then the Hydroplanes,
Handsome official silver medals of
the club will be given to the win
ners of the water sports. The Eisen
hower trophy will be awarded to the
winner of the Displacement Boat
race. Vice Commodore
Alton F.
Wood will give a beautiful cup to
the winner of the Hydroplane race.
All protests must be filed with
the judges within 30 minutes of the
finish of the races,, and their decis
ion will be final. Jay S. Jones of
Brooklyn, N. Y. is to be the judge
of events and races.
Fees for entering the water sports
will be.50 cents and $1.00 for Motor
Boat races.

Everybody Is talking about this
great event and planning to attend.
The officers of the club and com
mittee, Alton F. Wood and J. Mason
Tilney have spared no effort to give
to the people a day of plaesure and
one they will not forget.
Come and bring all of your friends
with you, for everybody is invited
to this fete.
Proof cf It.
She—“Men aren’t any brainier than
women; they have only fooled us into
believing that they, are.” He—“Well,
doesn’t that show that they are?’*—
Boston Evening Transcript.

happened to the Major which I would
young folks. Commander F. A. Newlike to put on record. He was fly fish
lin of Boston often adds to the pleas
ing with Henry Lane, I think, now o f
ure of his friends by a sail in his boat
Carry Pond Camps. He struck a fish;
to Rangeley and different places on the
the fly came back and embedded itself
lake.
in one of his eyes. They were many
The Shaker Sisters from Sabbath
miles from a doctor,'but with the forti
Day Lake, who on Wednesday will be I
tude and courage of a wounded civil
here with their dainty pretty hand
war hero, which he was, he finally got
made baskets and other articles, will
relief, though he lost his eye. A well
be welcomed as they always are.
mated glass eye covered the loss com
The past week has been one when
pletely.
Bald Mountain Camps, Mooselook-j
Ox Bow, Me., August 3, 1914.
everybody “ was happy just to sit on
Yesterday, Walter D. Hinds, his son
(meguntic
Lake,
Aug.
8—The
August
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
the veranda and do nothing. ”
(S p e c ia l Correspondence.)
“
Buster,”
Miss Anna Wagg and Frank
The lovers of tennis enjoy an hour rush is here, and it is now like j The day starts with a temperature of
Mountain View,
Lynch,
all
o
f Portland, came by auto to
putting
a
square
peg
in
a
round
hole!
56 and heavy rainfall. The sun is
_ the court now and then, and the
on
Rangeley Lake,
the Hinds Camp at the Bow. Miss
to
find
a
place
for
the
late
comers,,
southing
fast;
the
days
are
now
50
min
children are never happier than when
August 9, 1914.
and as fast .as one person goes utes shorter than in the week of June Wagg and Master Walter expect to
“ Delightful cool nights and mornings they have an invitation to go with
another comes to take his place and \ 21st ult. Our home camp is open to stay with us through August and will
and the days we wish were longer, George or Carl on the teams and at
sit at our table.
from now until after Labor Day the I the breeze, though shaded by groves on
there is so much we want to do and so milking time to watch the pails fill
A party, the E. L. Kents of Chest
two
sides.
From
our
front
piazza
we
camps will all be taken.
many places we plan to go while here,” with the white creamy fluid.
nut Hill, Mass., will arrive for the
can
mark
the
course
of
the
“
King
o
f
Mrs.
W.
Roger
Fronefield
and
daugh
Thosejwho go fishing always cc(n:a
is the way one of the newcomers puts
season next Wednesday week. They ‘
ter, Miss Betty, with Eben Harnden in with all they want for the table. Day” from sun-up to sun-down. Na
it.
ture’ s great cloud factory dominates will go to Billy’ s camp at Lake Millmaguide
took
a
camping
trip
up
Kenne
Dr. John A. Horgan, one of Boston’s
Last Thursday Robert H. Hawkins
the whole northern half of Maine. In gassett.
of Providence, R. I.f was much sur bago stream Thursday and were joined best known physicians who has been:
Libby’s Camps are also getting busy,
early morning the whole country wide
by
Morris
DeBoer
and
Russell
A.
Clapp,
prised to see among the evening arriv
here for nearly a month with his
some
eight or ten sportsmen having
is often covered, out of sight, with a
als his cousin and wife, Mr. and Mrs. two New York boys who are camping daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.:
thick blanket of fog. It looks like the gone up stream in the last few days.
on
the
lake
shore
by
South
Rangeley.
W. R. Whitaker and son, W. H. Whit
Frank P. Trighe, regretfully leaves ocean; especially as the tops of the tal The weather has been fine; plenty o f
The “ Lone Fisherman,” Robert B.
aker, of Mannatee, Fla., who were
for
home today.
The big salm lest trees standing just above the fog, light showers, but sunshine enough for
Hawkins,
and
son,
Roy,
went
off
today
motoring through Maine and thought
on
Mrs.
Trighe
hooked
and played
hay making which is now nearly fin
they would tarry here for the night, in the early morning hour, and just as with for nearly an hour, is still in look like clusters o f islets. The illusion ished. All other crops promise a good
is
at
once
satisfying
and
passing
but are so much pleased with the hotel the sun went down and the guests the lake. The Doctor’s largest this
strange. Old Sol tackles his job of harvest.
were going in to supper they came
they are to remain for some time.
The gaieties of the season were amp
season
is
a
three-pound
salmon.
dispersing the enemy by peaceful medi
The flag is again flying from Rouge- back with three handsome salmon
ly supplied by a general all around good
ation,
aided
by
radiation,
and
in
about
weighing
4
3-4,
3
and
1
1-2
pounds
each,
Coming
via
Berlin,
N.
H.
through
et-noir, as Mr. and Mrs. F. X. John
dance in Walter Swett’s sled shop, on
ston and two children and Mrs. John and as they were on the grass by the the chain of lakes, Mr. and Mrs. R. the time it takes to write this letter the ridge, last Saturday night. Among
the
great
mall
of
fog
is
lifted,
routed
piazza
they
received
much
admiration.
Roesch of Cleveland, Ohio,, who caftne
ston’ s mother, Mrs. C. Murray, of
many others, three generations of the
for their first fishing trip, were ac and broken into fleecy summer clouds
Boston came Friday to occupy it for There are others in the lake.
Anderson family were seen on the floor
to
come
back
some
fine
day
condensed
companied by S. A. Morley of Ful
August days.
at the same time. Music was fur
to
cool,
refreshing
rain.
The
circula
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Greenia and
ton, N. Y. and M. S. Flint of New
Fish and Game Notes.
nished by two violins, cornet and org
tion
is
perfect.
son, John E. Greenia, o f Brooklyn,
York City. They had Sunset Camp
an; Miss Eva Rafford of Ashland, o r
“
Rivers
to
the
ocean
run,
N. Y., and friends, Mr. and Mrs. Jos Deputy Game Warden Colin Mc- and great luck fishing although the
ganist
Nor stay in all their course;
eph Naughton and son of Richmond Ritchie of Holeb reports to the Fish box they took home to Ohio had none
t Last Sunday morning Mr. Edward H.
Fire ascending seeks the sun;
Hill, L. I., who are in camp on Molly- \nd Game department the collection over three pounds.
Each hies them to their source.” Emery, repre.-enting the Maine Civic
chunkamunk, were here on an excur
from one H. S. Hatch a fine of $14 for
Mrs. C. R. Hoopes of Elkins Park,
He who could not write a letter seat League, gave a very patriotic and in
sion trip Saturday.
illegally having in his possession four Penn., and her sister, Mrs. Lila C.
ed at this “ Table of the Lord,” must teresting address on Civic Responsibili
Hon. and Mrs. Harry A. Furbish of
MacMillan of Pittsburgh, Penn., af be devoid of imagination or plagued ty in our little church on the hill. The
Rangeley entertained the following short trout.
The Fish and Game Commission's ter several weeks in ca.tnp, left
with indigestion—in either case he’ s to pastor, Rev. M. M. Smyser, led the
friends at their camp at Kennebago,
department had as guests Wednesday Thursday for a visit to the seashore.
be pitied. Having soared, we come service.
who spent the week end here, coming
of last week, F. W. Gardiner and
Dr. and Mrs. E. G. Flint and daugh down to the hum-drum and beat it.
by automobile: Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Charles E. Tribou, wardens connected
Stinchfield, Mrs. Edna Page Smith, with the Massachusetts Fish and Game ter, Miss Kathryn Flint of North
Recent arrivals at the Bow are: J.
Mark Emery of Skowhegan and F. W. department, who are on a tour through Attleboro, Mass.., are occupying Can j| W. Droogan, Brooklyn, N. Y .; Nat
Bunker of North Anson.
Maine visiting the various hatcheries Earl for the seventh season, and Carr, guide; E. C. Thayer, (return
Coming from Brockton, Mass., in and gaining points from our Maine sys are accompanied by Miss Florence visit) Brooklyn, N. Y .. E. S. Fassett,
their touring car Dr. G. H. Thatcher, tem of work. They, accompanied by Bodell of Providence, R. I.
J. N. Pope, Portland; F. Moore, Wor
Horace Richmond, E. L. Bonney and Warden Briggs, visited the Auburn and
The following party of Mechanic cester, Mass.; G. Busby, Atlantic City,
Bernard Saxton remained here for sev Monmouth hatcheries that day and
Falls people, coming in an auto N .J.; L. Childs, H. Kattenthaler, W.
eral days this week.
proceeded to Portland to meet Warden mobile have been spending the week S. Cowing and N. V. Cruikshank, all of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Montgomery of Cushman, wishing to make inquiries
at these camps: T. R. Penney,, T. Philadelphia, Pa. M. B. Stone of Ox
Boston were among the motoring par concerning and witness the operation
R Penney, 2nd, F. L. Perkins, Mrs. Bow will guide Mr. Thayer.
ties to arrive this week.
of Maine’s enforcement of the fish and
The Philadelphians have just come
Mary R. Burke and Miss Dorothy
Arthur Sylvestet of Montclair, N. J., game transportation law.
They will
from
Camp Megunticook, Camden, Me.
on Saturday joined his wife and chil also probably meet Mr. Woodbury of Penney.
(Special Correspondence.)
all bound for camps up stream.
Miss
Harriet
Hubbell
and
friend;!
dren for the remainder of their stay.
the sea and shore fisheries department.
Attean
Camps, Jackman, Me., Aug
Charles F. Cotter, who came on the
Miss Fanny M. Osborne of New^ The scum on the logans is fast turn
ust
4—
ing
into
greenbacks,
the
more
the
bet
Friday night Pullman, spent the week
York City are here for their eighth
Home.
As we look across the water so qui
end with his family and leaving by to
summer and as usual they havej ter, the sooner the quicker.
This Is the true nature of home— It
et and so blue,
night's Pullman will be in Lynn,
changed their cabin into a most! 1 shall never forget a night on MetalMass., in time for business tomorrow Is the place of peace: the shelter not beautiful corner in the woods, for! luc brook, lower Richardson, Rangeley In the west the sun is sinking while
only from all injury, but from all ter^
the sky’s of Amber hue;
We
morning.
from the forest and (mountain side Lakes; George Thomas, guide.
ror, doubt and division.—Ruskin.
Canoeing^is very popular with the
they have gathered evergreens, ferns pushed in from the lake about 4 p. m. We listen to the music made by the
song birds’ clients,
and wild flowers for decorations. After pitching a lean-to just below the
They have been joined by Mr. and rips we built a fire, cooked tea and And say! Its awful comfy by At
tean at the camp.
Mrs. James W. Hubbell and children, went to bed.
That night the wind blew and the
Everybody
is enjoying the splend
Master Wakeman and Edward Hub
rains descended upon our lean-to and id weather and the exceptional bath
bell and nurse of St. Davidsi, Penn.,
around our heads and feet; but George
who come for the first time and kept the fire going in spite o f the ing privilege at Attean. Mrs. Carwere so much pleased with the place weather. We fished, at intervals, all roll Perry and daughter Therodora o f
they sent for their friends, Mr. and through the night in the tiny pool cov Boston, Mass., with Mr. John R ow e
Mrs. W. B. A. Taylor of New York, ered with a greenish scum, and at day as guide, are bringing home catches
who cfjme Wednesday for a stay of break we had laid out on the bank, a of trout every day, while Mr. W. R.
Hoyt taade an excursion to one o f
several weeks.
baker’ s dozen o f 2-pound square tails.
the outlying ponds and returned with
r - I - r - r ■ iv
Camp Ellis is taken for another George is still alive and in the same
r . J i i.i
a landlocked salmon and a
fine
business,
hailing
from
Andover,
the
season by Mrs. A. H. Eldredge and
catch
of
trout.
three daughters, Miss Ruth, Miss Es-I last I heard of him.
Miss Mary Huston and Mrs. H. C.
We camped a couple of days at Up
ther and Miss Emily Eldredge of
Judkins
of Skowhegan, on a trip aper Dam where some cows broke in and
Melrose, Mass.
ate all our bread and potatoes. We got round the Bow had the good fortune
For a month’s stay Mr. and Mrs.
some milk that night to offset our loss. to get some good snap shots of a
Wm. Schlockow and daughter, Miss
My chum, Mr. Joseph Morton, of black bear along the bank of Moose
Ruth and Miss Fanny Strauss of
Wakefield, Mass., a native of South river.
Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived on Saturday. Paris, Me., passed into the “ Happy
The camps are rapidly filling and
J
. W
Mrs. C. A. Bryant and daughter, Hunting Grounds” several years ago. the latest arrivals are:
Thornton
Miss Marion and son, Walter T. Bry I miss his enthusiasm and genial com C. Merriam., Ralph Foster Merriam
ant of Newton, Mass., have return radeship. One other, a man of superi" and Charles C. Smith of Skowhegan;
ed for another season.
or qualities, Major William S. Green- Mrs. Charles L. James and Miss C.
Edwin C. Foss of Boston is one ough of Wakefield, reeled in his lines, James of Brookline, Mass.;
Miss
who appreciates the night Pulfman unstrung his rods, folded his tent, and Ethel Hobart of Plymouth, Mass.;
and comes each Saturday morning confidently entered upon an endless Miss Ester Conant, Duxbury, Mass.;
hike full of surprises and untold de Mrs. Carroll Prery and Miss Theo
for the week-end.
lights in the kingdom of his God. It dora Perry of Boston; Mr. and Mrs.
At Ellisdale farm the haying is
'-^ssssssr over, and more than 30 tons of good was with him that I first saw the lights W. A. Holburt of Forest Hills' Gard
and shades of a new life in the woods en, Long Island.
hay in the barn.
of Maine.
Coming in their Cadillac touring
A very singular and painful accident
Terrible.
car, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Pomeroy
“Was
is
a
bad
accident?” “Well, l
Stanley B. Pomeroy, Mrs. E. E. Pom
was knocked speechless, and my wheel
eroy of Lewiston, Mr. and Mrs. I
was knocked spokeless.” — Christian
H. Hathaway of Madrid and Mrs. I.
Register.
H. Bickford of Boston, were here
FAMOUS
over Sunday.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BACKWOODS
Stanley Bisbee of Rutelford, who
with his family, is at Oxford Bear
FAIRY TALES
carn'p caught a S^npound salmon
U. VV. PtCKKL,
TAXIDERMIST
one day this week.

BEAUTIFUL CORNER FISHING NOTES
IN THE WOODS
AND OTHER NEWS

CANOEING IS
!
VERY POPULAR

Those Who Go Fishing Get Suffici- ^ rrjva|s aj Ox Bow, Several to
ent for Table Use.
Tarry Some Weeks.

A Day’s Fishing Trip Results in a
Trio of Handsome Salmon.

EVERYONE ENJOYS
THE BATHING

Ladies Get Good Snap Shots of a
Black Bear.

Join the Band

of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for ; accurate inf or-

mation about Camps, Hotels
and

recreation

Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

TAXIDERMISTS

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

Maine

Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tack)*.

Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
E. L. Hixon of North Attleboro,
RANGELEY.
MAINB
Mass., on Wednesday caught all
%
Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Camps
the fish the law allows, the largest New reading- matter, interesting.
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
a 3-pounder.
than we expected and the papular demand was
They are made for
so great fog a second edition that we publisher
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
on enlarged and improved edition to be sold bn
nrnil (postpaid) at the low price named.
Known the world over for excel
You want to advertine where yo*
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
can yet the best results from monw
J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
M. L. UETCHKLL CO.,
expended.
Try Maine Woods.
Phillips, Me.
Monmouth,
.
.
.
Maine

M A I N E W O O D S , P H I L L I P S , M A IN E ,

F IS H

AND

GAME NOTES

FROM

A U G U S T 13, 1914

I

PURCHASE FROM
ART GALLERY

NATIONAL GAME
NOT FORGOTTEN

Notable Gathering of Clergymen.
Catch of Bass Totals 58 Pounds.

A Happy Company of College Boys
Making Others Happy.

when The Tavern with steam heat
wood camps.
will be as comfortable at Christmas
Fred M. Ambrose of New York
time as on the glorious Fourth.
and Charles N. Ingham of Boston,
Charles Z. Southard of New York,
The Bangor salmon pool has had
who is his guest, with W. W. Cutting,
whose new book on “ Trout Fly Fish
one of the poorest seasons for many
guide, registered here Wednedsay en
ing in America’’ has recently been
route for Magalloway on a fishing
years. The catch at the Bangor
published and that all who angle for
trip.
pool has been less than fifty and
the speckled beauty are reading with
weir fishermen have likewise report
“ How is the fishing,,” I asked Mr.
interest, left here this morning for a
ed an unusual scarcity of fish.
Van Roden, the Philadelphia gentle
trip through the lakes before he set
man who with his family is spend
tles down in a log cabin on the
In the vicinity of Portage Lake In
ing two months here.
“ Why I
(Special Correspondence)
shore of Kennebago lake until the
Aroostook county frog hunters have
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Poland Spring, August 8—The lat
caught a number of two-pound trout
Mr.
Southard
this season been doing a large bus est development of the facilities for end of September.
Lakewood Camps, Middle
Dam, and several three-pound salmon on
iness and it is estimated that be- the health and comfort of visitors 1is known to be one of the expert fly Aug 8—These are the days when the fly since you were here last,”
tween two and three tons of frogs at Poland Spring is the installation |fishermen of the United States and one is glad to be far from the heat was his answer, but fishing is not
have been shipped from there to of machinery and rooms for hydro- has the art of casting the fly and and noise of the city, and wise are the principal amusement in August.
hooking them, although he does not
New York markets.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Jordan, after
those who are taking life easy at
therapeutic treatments. Electric light,
often kill a fish.
a week in Boston are hajppy to be
this wilderness spot.
Scotch, rain and Needle douche, and
While stopping here, on Haley pond
Dr. George A. Phillips, of Bar Har-j Nauheim baths are now given.
Our National game is not forgot back again and everyone is glad to
he
caught three trout of a pound
bor„ who released several pairs of, Mr and Mrs. w . W . Ladd of New
ten up here, and when the fish re have them return.
Over in Quimby pond he had
Hungarian partridge near his farm York havedistinguished themselves each.
Charles Z. Southard of New York
fuse to bite the teams “ I-want-tos”
good
sport
taking 53 good-sized trout
in North Ellsworth last fall, reports among the anglers at this
resort
and “ I-did-it” with A. L. Perry of and guide, John L. Philbrook, are
that they are apparently doing well, this week, having secured
catches off his hook. Two days he spent at Westley, R. I., for umpire play ball. now on a camping trip to B pond,
and increasing. The birds w intered'of bass whicli total 58 pounds, andjlo r k €amps’ 1x1011 Lake> where he There is “ some ball” as the sports where, no doubt, Mr. Southard will
about some of the buildings on thejnutoiber 24 fish. Other fishermen j cauSkt a number of fine fish includ- men, guides, boatmen and all others have his usual good luck tempting
farm, and were seen frequently. In who have been in luck are M essrs.;1E^ a 3-pound rainbow trout in Cow who can handle a bat or toss a ball the trout and salmon to take the fly.
the spring they took to the woods. Geo. W. Elkins, J. G. Lindsay and P°nd, the only place where these get into the game, and the chef can
fish are in this region. Mr. South not only cook a fish, but catch a fly
Several flocks of young birds liave^S. B. Stinson of Philadelphia.
NEW FOREST LOOKOUT TOW ERS
ard proved there is good fly fishing as well The “ grandstand” is occubeen seen this year.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hayward of
Uxbridge, Mass., wrlio are spending for those who cast the fly.
I pied by an enthusiastic crowd of
Land Commissioner Blaine S. Viles
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Wilmont of ladies who cheer and shout and
Raymond Douglass of West Gor seteral weeks at the Poland Spring
is pleased at receiving word of the
ham and Herbert Townsend of Cum- House, have purchased two pictures! Wayne, Penn., came today for a don’t know what they are cheering
arrival of 10 steel lookout towers
berland Mills recently discovered a both of which they first saw in the stay of two weeks.
for. The first three games were won
for our Maine forests. They are
of
The
following
are
among
this
colony of foxes near Gorham. With Poland Spring art gallery.
One
by the “ I-did-its” and the “ I-want the new design, having a portable
the assistance of a dog they attem p-,“ An Old Homestead, Byefield, Mass.” week’s automobile parties: Mr. and tos” won Friday with a score of 14- house erected on the top, The tow
ted to get the foxes from their hid- by John J. Enneking of Boston? wasj Mrs. W. F. Green, Miss
Marion 11, and there are other games to
ers loom up in the air from 15 to
ing places. Though not successful on exhibition last year, and an il-1Green of Madison; M. W. Green of play.
65 feet and the house will add some
In driving out the foxes, Mr. Town- lustration of it was used in the 1913 (Philadelphia and Mrs. F. W.
HardL. H. Hallock and Mrs. Ellen M. 8 feet to that. They will be located
send succeeded in reaching into one catalog. The other,, a water color ing of
Boston.
Hallock of Lewiston walked from on the following mountains;
Mr. and Mrs. I. S. W olf of Mon
“ Rhododendrons” by Henry
of the holes and captured a large called
Sunday cove and spent the night
Mattagamon,
Trout Brook and
W. Rice of Boston, is now on exhib mouth, 111. are pleasantly located here on their way up the lake last
fox which he secured alive.
Beetle,
on
the
east
branch of the
Carl A. Weston of Madison cap ition at the Maine State Building. here for part of August1; also Mr. Friday.
Penobscot; Mattamiscontis, on Peand
Mrs.
C.
A.
Rogers
and
son,
Ed
These
two
will
make
a
total
of
nine
tured a 11-pound land-locked salmon
Coming for a month’s
stay, nobscot waters; Three Brooks,
in
recently in his hands in a shallow pictures which. Mr.* and Mrs. Hay- win H. Rogers of Portland.
Waldo
V.
Lyon,
Mrs.
H.
N.
Clark
of
the
Squaw
Pan
lake
country;
Lawler
Miss Emma L. Mitchell and Miss
p o o l in the Kennebec river on
the "ward have purchased from the l o
Lucille M. Wilson of Suffield, Conn.., Boston and Miss Sarah Wales of Hill, in southern Aroostook; Kenne
Anson side below the bridge and the land Spring gallery.
Woonsocket, R. I., are having a de bago, near Rangeley; Mulhedus, on
Another picture has been purchas who are spending the season at Ken
fish is now on exhibition in the
lightful outing.
the west branch of the Penobscot,
large tank at the J. R. Emery store. ed by Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Whitten of nebago Lake House, took a walk
Mrs. M. G. Jones of Rochester, N. above Moosehead; Ragged and SourdWest
Newton,
Mass.
It
is
entitled
from
there
and
dined
here
today.
Mr. Weston captured a 12-inch trout
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Rainsford of Y " and Louisa J- Starkw-ater of Or- nahunk, in from Norcross, on the
in the same way about two weeks “ An Old Deserted Orchard,” and is
by
Mr.
Enneking,
also.
New York, who have been here for ange, N. J., after a tour of the lake west branch.
ago at a few' yards above the place
This makes a total of 30 steel and
A notable gathering of clergymen a week, are now making a tour of went from here through the Dixville
where the salmon was captured.
Notch en route for home the first three wooden towers put up this
at the Poland Spring House recently the lakes.
year, beside 10
portable houses lo
Mrs. A. W. Seaton of New York of this week.
James W. Sewall and his assist included Bisohp Matthew Harkins of
Robert A. Sasseen and family of cated in places where towers were
Providence,
who
is
spending
the
sumand
her son, G. A. Seaton of Cresant James Connors wrere exploiting
tract of land in the town of And- mer here, Bishop Louis Walsh * of cent City, Fla.,, who are touriing Nqw York when en route for home unnecessary. The grand total of
over, Me., recently. While stand- Portland,, Bishop Tlios. Beaven of New England in their auto came her via the White Mountains, stopped lookout stations in our state is now
ing on a ridge they looked down and Springfield, Mass., Bishop J. J. Rice, from Bar Harbor and
Moosehead] here long enough to land several re- 55 and Commissioner Viles is justly
proud of the permanent work accom
not over four rods distant was Mrs. j of Burlington,. Vt., Rev. E. R. Dyer Lake, and are now taking trips to the cord fish.
Bear and three cubs.
The mother of Baltimore Sefeninary, Baltimore, different places of interest, planning; Mr, and Mrs, George W, Klett of plished this year. From $12,000 to
bear on seeing her observers,, witli- Md., Rev. D. M. Lowney of Pawtuck- to return holme via Poland Spring 1New Britain, Conn., who were her£ $15,000 will be used this year iu the
out any pomp or ceremony made af- et>
I »Monsignor F. F. Doran of and up through the Whit,- Mountains, last year were so much pleased with permanent improvements.
tor them. Mr. Connors took to a' Providence, Rev. J. J. O’Brien of^ Charles C. Woodruff of Bridgeton, the place they have returned for aThe steel towers are built and ship
tree and was safe. Mr. Sewall struck Somerville, Mass., and Rev. Joseph jj. J., who was here 20 years ago, nother season.
ped direct to their locations by the
Dr. and Mrs. R. B. McKeago of Canton Bridge Co, of Groton, N. Y.,
for the road, his knowledge of the D- Quinn of Yarmouth.
finds many changes and greatly enScranton, Penn., coming from RangeMr. Harry Coombs of Lowell
joys his stay.
country and wild life stood him in
and the portable houses by Isaiah
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Beach of New ley on their way to Umbagog Lake, Crowell of Brooks.
good stead for he knew that a bear the guest of Mr. George Ricker
is handicapped when running down tke ^ ansion House.
Haven, Conn, have returned home af- registered here on their way to
The Maine system is said to be
Brown’s Island Saturday.
Som er-ter a pleasant week’s stay.
hill and he struck immediately fori Preeminent visitors from
the
most compltte and best in use in
Coming in their touring car, from
some down grade, found it and thus|v^ e a*- ^ie Mansi011 House are Mrs.; Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin of Farmthe
whole country. It started abofit
Jolin
M.
Woods
and
Mrs.
Walter
J. ington when in town is always a Waterbury, Conn., to South Arm, Mr.
escaped. Mrs. Bruin collected her
112 years ago when Wm. M. Shaw' of
Godfrey.
and
Mrs.
Wm.
S.
Jones
and
family together and made for her
welcome guest at this hotel.
IGreenville and W. J. Lanigan of WaMr. and Mrs. I. W. Chick of Bos
den.—Old Town Enterprise.
Miss Kathleen J. Dyer of Passaic, their five children, Wm. H.,, Samuel*. terville erected the first tower on
ton returned to the Poland Spring
Miss
Margaret,
Oswell
and
Edwin
N. J„, who is spending the suminer
•Squaw- mountain. It has been enHouse this week in company with
here and at Lake View Farm, is ! Jones, who came last year for the I larged to the figures just stated and
Miss
Mary
Billard.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Darkness of Ignorance.
proving herself a real sport, for 1first time, enjoyed their stay so ! has been used as a model by many
There is no darkness but ignorance. Chick will remain for the month,, but
with her 22 Winchester she
shot much they are again happily locat j other states, the officials of which
— Shakespeare.
Miss Billard has gone to spend the
34 frogs and missed but two, over ed in Camp Comfort and Mr. Jones 1recognizing its value.
month in camp with friends.
said “ we go somewhere every year
In addition to the above, frotai 150
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Griffin of Hav in Haley pond, Wednesday morning and this is the only place my boys
and
in
the
afternoon
she
went
up
to
'
to
200 miles of telephone line has
erhill, Mass.,are at the Poland Spring
were anxious to return to, and here
House for what is Mr. Griffin's thir Quimby pond and caught “ the limit” we are,” and the boys; with George l been put into commission,, connectty-seventh season at Poland Spring. of good sized trout on the fly.
! ing the stations and by which the
TIK K TABLE
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Frankson of York, guide, are having the time of j wardens and fire patrol can keep in
Ex-Governor Frank W. Rollins of
Y., who came in July., their lives, fishing and tramping, and I touch with each other and the out
Concord, N. H., with C. A. Place 0f |Brooklyn,N
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
the same city and J. M. Briggs of are So much pleased with the place are sure they will want to come side world.
back in 1915.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm Boston arrived at the Poland Spring they will make an extended stay.
“And,” said Mr. Viles, "the work
ington at 12.02 P. M., for Kingfield andRangeley.
F. M. Tibbott of Boston, who came
At 4.20 P. M. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday House the 3rd. on their way to Mr.
Coming by auto Messrs. Edward
has hardly more than started.
We
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35 A. M. Passen
Calvin, H. G. £>imith, Albert Hedges the first of the season was so hope in a very few years to see 100
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at Rollins’ camp at Moosehead Lake.
7.55 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. George of Bos and H. B. Lewis of Foxboro, Mass., much pleased with the place he has lookout stations. They are needed.”
p jyj
returned for an extended stay.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves ton and Mr. Wm. F. Hazelton were spent several days here last week.
at 11.00 A. M.
at
the
Poland
Spring
House
over
B. E. Woodward of Woonsocket, R. Ralph F. Dana of Brookline, Mass.,
Modern Education.
STRONG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmiagton, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M.; for August fourth.
A prominent school principal lately
I. is among those who are spending has come for another “ happy stay.”
“ The evenings are now as short told us some of the answers found in
Phillips and Rangeley, and at 12.30 P, M. and 4.50
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Bates of Bos a few weeks here.
P. M. for Kingfield and Bigelow. At 7.50 A- M.
as
the days*, for our College Boys pupils’ examination papers. Here are
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran ton are at the Poland Spring House
The travel has been very good for
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M.,
their
Toodle-Bug orchestra two of them: “What is a volcano?”
which in the last few weeks and there is pros with
from Kingfield at 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow this week with a party
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives cludes Misses Dorothy Bates and Eth
make
merry
the
hours,” said one of “A volcano is a mountain that some
pect for it to continue until late in
from Portland at 11.05A. M.; and leaves at 3.40
times blows the equator off.” “What
the ladies, and not often is there
el Hobbs, Harold Bates and Mr. and the season.
is the difference between a mountain
MfXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
such a happy, jolly company of boys and a hill?” “ A hill is like a moun
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from Mrs. E. A. Wright, all of Boston.
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
who are popular with everyone as tain, only a mountain is a little more
1.40 P. M. and for Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
nim im iiiiiminiumiiiiinmiMiiiMiiiiimiimmiiiimmiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiiMiiijM
are spending this month at Lake- hillier.”
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave Phill
T H E IN D U S T R IA L JOURNAL

j

SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

ips for Farmington at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
Fo- ft tngeley at 12 55 P. M. and 5.13 P.M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Ringeley 3.00 P. M.
Sunday train arrives from Portland at 11.25 A.
M. and leaves for Portland at 3.20 P. M
R A N G E L E Y PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmington at 5.35 A. M. and 11 30 A. M. and ar
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar
rives at L00 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
MIX'iD TRAIN arrives at 10.15 A. M. and
leaves at 10.45 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmingt on at 6.50 A. M. and 12.50 P. M. Ar
rives from Farmington at. 5.23 P. M.. from Strong
at 8.15 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Strong at 1.15 P. M.
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from Strong
a t 8.35 A. M. Leaves for Bigelow at 8.40 A. M.
and 5.45 P. M. Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A.
M. and 7.30 P. M,
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
Farmington at 11.20 A. M., for Kingfield at 6.40
P, M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A. M.; from
Farmington at 6.35 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00
A . M.

F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

PASSAIC YOUNG
Catering to “ Up State” Folks
'"
LADY GOOD SHOT THE
NEW

T H E .

,HE CHASE HOUSE
434 Congress St.,

Southard Good Fisherman as Well
as Author.

| PORTLAND, MAINE

I

| Erected in 1911, and positively the only §
Fireproof Hotel in the City
| Elevator Service, Private and Public |
| Baths and every convenience for the com- |
| fort o f guests including

(Special Correspondence.)

I

The Tavern, Rangeley, August 9—
Mid-summer has come and often dur
ing the past month every room in
this hotel Ijas been taken and this
tells of the popularity of the Tavern,
both with the local and the tourist
travel. Even now some of the city
folks are talking about . cofming up
for a snowshoe trip in mid-winter,

I
I

1

HOT AND COLD RUNNING
WATER AND LOCAL AND
LONG
DISTANCE TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM

1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED
| FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS
| American Plan S2.50 per day, upward
| European Plan SI.OO per day, upward

1
1
I

|
1
|
1
|

E Letters of inquiry regarding rates etc., promptly answered. E

| H. E. THURSTON. R. F, HIMMELEIN, |
1
Proprietors.
|
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THE

SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER
(Published weekly,

OE AMERICA

Established 1874)

Subscription $4. a yr.,8 2 . for 6 months;Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods

The American F’ield collects news by its own staff representatives and
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
sportsman's world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting,
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel. Trap Shooting, Rifle, Re
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRIA L SUBSCRIPTION.
I f not more than satisfied w ith it the money will be refunded on request.

Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
SOI MASONIC TEMPLE; CHICAGO,

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

A U G U S T 13, 1914
-

M AIN E W O O D S
ISSUED WEEKLY

J. W . Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine
L. B. BRACKETT,

Business Manager

OUTING EDITION
8 pages

..................................... $1.00 per year

LOCAL EDITION

18 and 16 pages...............................
per year
Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
75 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, undei

the Act of March 3.1879.
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
state of Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Campng and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ooally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and nsh
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address of your paper
changed, please give the old as well as new
address.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13, 1914

MOONLIGHT MOTOR
BOAT PARTY
“Chum” Can Hike With the Best
of Them
(Special Correspondence)
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines
Landing, August 10, 1914 —Tt is hop°d
no one will think they are at the sea
shore, because such a heavy fog as not
often comes to the lakes has this morn
ing settled down over the place, but
soon it will clear away and this wilder
ness land look more beautiful man ever.
With every room in the hotel taken,
and the last camp engaged for today,
one can call this a “ full house"
Those who came in June are as hap
py and contented as the last comer who
is looking forward to climbing Bald
Mountain, a canoe trip up Cupsuptuc
Stream, a tramp over to Lincoln Pond,
a day’s trip through the chain of lakes,
or an automobile ride through the Dead
River country.
Miss Mary C. Rogers, a Boston
school teacher who has been here for
the past month goes home tomorrow.
Miss Rogers is a charming young lady
who makes friends wherever she goes,
and has added much to the pleasure of
others during her stay and who hope to
welcome her again next year.
Mrs. J. W. Brackett of Phillips, edi
tor of the Maine Woods, and Mrs. B. C.
J. Eastman of Mingo Springs were
.Sunday guests at this hotel.
Warren Richards of Boston has made
this his headquarters while giving en
tertainments in the region.
Lieutenant Commander W. F. Cronam, U. S. N. of Washington, D. C.,
accompanied by Mrs. Cronam who is
granddaughter of the late General U.
S. Grant, are for the first time visiting
the Rangeleys, and have chosen this de
lightful place to spend a month’s vaca
tion.
The orchestra which is here for six
weeks comprises some fine musicians,
and their music which adds much to the
social life of the hotel is greatly en
joyed. The trio is Miss Cecil Brown,
violinist; Miss Gladys M. MacLay, pia
nist, both of Lynn, Mass., and Miss
Beatrice Chapman of Salem, Mass',
plays the cello.
E. L. Rankin of Boston, who with
Tom Canadian, his guide, took a trip to
Lincoln Pond last week, invited Master
Phipps “ chum” Moshier to go with
them, and they niked the seven miles
from the Pond to Cupsuptic store-house
in one hour and 40 minutes, which was
going some for the kid who was right
there fresh as a daisy at the finish.
Berij. C. Warren is a Boston young
man who is taking life easy at this ho
tel for the August days. He has been
joined by his father, G. O. Wanen.
The Mooselookmeguntic Tennis team,
Chester Willetts, Frank Hendrickson';
R. L. Spott and Jack Hendrickson went
up to Rangeley and played the Lake
House on Thursday, each winning their
matches.
While touring Maine in their auto
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Chanfont, Miss
Elizabeth Chanfont, Mrs. Leon Orr
Fisher and Irving S. Hanch of New
York spent several days here this week.
Mrs. Wm. W. Gillen of Jamaica, N.
Y., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
A. Warnock and greatly enjoying log
cabin life.
Coming for a stay of several week 8
and for the first time to the Rangeleys.
Mrs. H. M. Barrett and daughters,

Miss M. F. and Miss D. M. Barrett, are
happily located in one of the log camps
and express .themselves as greatly
pleased with the place.
Game Warden E. Lowell has this
morning taken a motor boat down the
lake for Ernest Bennett who has just
been appointed warden, and he will
take the boat over to Magaliotfay
where he will be stationed.
Mrs. A. E. Barnaby a New York lady
who came last year for the first time
has returned for another season.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Tracy of New
York were week-end guests while on an
automobile trip to the Lakes.
Crow's Nest is now taken by Mrs. M.
T. Swallow, Aaron Hobart, Jr., of
Quincy, Mass., and E. E. Abercrombie,
Jr., of Braintree. Mass., who arrived
Friday to remain several weeks.
On Friday Dr. E. S. Bennett of Wal
tham, Mass., and Dr. F. A. Hayden of
Portland, chartered one of the| motor
boats and invited 15 of the young people
to go up •the Cnpsuptic, where Jim
O’ Brion cooked the outdoor feast and
.the merry party returned by moonlight.
W. E. Langhman of Englewood, N. J.
on Saturday joined his family who came
the first of July.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Rochet of
Jersey City, and friends Miss T. M.
Kromchfeld and Aubrey Lewis of New
York City, came this week to enjoy
several weeks of camp life.
W. B. Child of Portland spent Sun
day here.
Charles Z. Southard of New York and
his guide John Philbrick have been here
several days this week.
Trap shooting from the wharf is now
one of the pastimes and the boys are
making good scores.
Everyone is having a grand good time
here at the Mooselookmeguntic House
and as fast as one party starts home
ward their place is taken.

All AROUND
LAKE WEBB
Annual Sale and Tea Held on the
Church Lawn.
(Special Correspondence.)
Weld, August 11—The Misses Minnie
and Julia Holt of Farmington spent the
day in town recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Furness and children of \
Belmont, Mass., who are touring New
England, spent the day with Dr. Bragg
at Woronoco last week.
Albert Root and Misses Lucy and
Mary Root of Jamaica Plain, M?ss.,
are at their camp, Lake View for the
month of August.
Mr. and Mrs. Elsdon of Salem and
Miss Grant of Portland are at Mt. Blue
cottage on the West side for a few
weeks.
John Harlow and family of Dixfield
and Don Gates of Dixfield with his fam
ily are at tne Twin Camps on the West
shore.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Rowell of Wil
ton were callers in town Friday.
James Reed ol Livermore is the guest
of the Sturtevants at Recreation.
Dr. Lewis Hayden and Mrs. Hayden
of Livermore Falls spent the week-end
at Camp Recreation.
Mrs. Guy Blunt of Portland and Mrs.
Robert Maxwell of New York are
guests of Mrs. Chester Blunt for a few
days.
August 1st the C. C. Club of the Con
gregational church held a tea on the
church lawn.
Delicious refreshments
of cake, fancy cakes, tarts, tea and
coffee were served. August 8th the
same Club held their annual sale at the
church. The ice cream booth, decorat
ed with red, white and blue, was under
the management of Mrs. Harry Trask
ari l Mr. Joseph Harmon; the fancy at~
tides in charge of Mrs. Joseph Harmon
and Mrs. J. S. Houghton, and their
booth was tastefully decorated with
clematis Mrs. Chester Blunt, Mrs. F.
B. Whilin and Miss Laura Schofield
presiced over the candy table. This
had for its decoration vases of nastur
tiums. Rev. Charles Woodworth had
charge of the pop corn and was assist
ed by Alice Willard and jarnes Palmer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Tolman of Liver
more Falls, Mr. and Mrs. Craig of Bos
ton occupied the Newman camp for a
week recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Pollock of Boston and
and Mr. and Mrs. Records of Rumford
occupied the Mitchell camp for a week
July.
Rev. E. R. «Smith and family of
Concord, N. H., are at one of Denni
son’s log bungalows for a few weeks.
Mr. Luntberg and family of Cam-

bridge, Mass., is occupying Cohasset
for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Leir Payne of Man
chester, N. H«,are guests of E. E.
Payne for a week.
Howard Reynolds of the Boston
Post was a week-end guest at Maewae- guam Lodge.
Mrs. Charles West and family of
Montclair, N. J., have opened their
cottage on Pine Point.
Mr. Dunning and family of Lexing
ton are occupying the Mitchell camp
for the rest of the season.
Henry Becker of Central Falls, Ct.,
was a guest at the Maples
for a
week recently.
Mr. Albert T.hornley of Pawtucket,
R. I., has joined his family at Camp
Coos for two weeks. He made the
trip by motor and was accompanied
by his son, Chester Thornley, and
the Misses Bradley of Providence, R.
I.
Next Wednesday evening Mr. Her
bert Sammond of Brooklyn, assisted
by Mrs. George Lomas of Pawtuck
et, will give a musical recital at the
Congregational church for the bene
fit of the fund for the purchase
of a pipe organ.
Mr. Countryman and family of
Washington are occupying
Camp
Chicopee for a few weeks.
Sunday the services at the Congre
gational church were of special in
terest. At the morning service Rev.
E. R. Smith., formerly of Farmington, now of Concord, N. H., gave an
interesting talk in behalf of the Mis
sionary Society.
Mr. Herbert Sam
mond of Brooklyn, N. Y., gave a se
lection on the piano, and Mrs. Sam
mond sang a solo. In the evening
the church was filled, when H. Ar
thur Foster of Weld gave an address
on Citizenship., and members of the
Philhhmonic Orchestra of New Bed
ford, assisted by Wallace Conant of
South
Framingham,
accompanist,
furnished the music for the service.
The members of the orchestra who
are
summering
here are
Mr.
Baker., trombone, Mr. Tinkham, cor
net; Mr. Ryder, flute; and Clarence
Arey, violin,, director.

LATEST FISH
STORY ALL RIGHT
Philadelphia Party Having Happy
Time In Various Ways
(Special Correspondence.)

The Barker,
Mooselookmeguntic
Lake, Aug. 10—The smoke from the
big forest fire more than 200 miles
away in the Canadian forest seems
to have been taken by the wind to
this part of the country and adds
to the mist of dog days which clouds
the hills and takes from the grand
view for miles away. The long look
ed for hot wave has also come to
remind us the summer will soon be
past.
This hotel is now packed as more
than 100 truests are being enter
tained and most of them plan to re
main until September.
One of the happiest parties in this
part of Maine is Col. and Mrs. S. D.
Lit of Philadelphia. They came in
their touring car and have friends
with them. They have for guides,
Walter Waite and Webb Boulter., and
when they are not fishing or off on
the lake for a sail and a picnic din
ner, they are spinning over the coun
try in their auto, for there is always
something doing to make merry and
entertain their friends.
John W. Procter of Lewiston, ac
companied by his two friends, F. L.
Dole of Kalamazoo, Mich., and Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. Howard of Fall
River., Mass., were among the week
end guests.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Allen Lindsey,
Miss Lindsey and Russell Munroe of
Marblehead, Mass., who were tourfrom the White Mountains spent Sun
day here.
Capt. Barker is now taking Ms
guests to and from Oquossoe station
by automobile and often from here
the people go for a day's trip.
Mrs. Leo M. Levi and two daugh
ters, Miss Mina E. and Miss Bertha
S. Levi are among the New Yorkers
who for the first time are enjoying
life at the Barker.
Mr. and Mrs. David Fleisclien of
Philadelphia have joined friends for

less two days ago, but it was for
a stay of several weeks in camp.
Mrs. I. W. Shroder and daughter, bidden. W e were not in our course
Miss Ruth,, of New York were so and nobody but the Cunard Company
much pleased with their stay last knew where we were. W e have an
season they have returned to remain swered no messages for days, to keep
from being caught. There are 12
several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Goldsmith and guns on this ship and trained gun
Guns were
maid of New Yorkj came Tuesday ners to mount them.
amounted on the Aquitania when we
for a stay of two weeks.
Mrs. R. Meez of Philadelphia has left Liverpool. W e got out of
joined her son for a ten days’ visit. France just In the nick of time and
W. Hirsh of Boston who came for England too. •
Hundreds of Americans are left
a fishing trip in May, accompanied
by his wife, has returned for a stay and cannot get home, nor can they
get any checks cashed. The Lusi
of several weeks.
escorted by
F. J. Driscoll today went to Bos tania is passing us„
ton for a business trip but will re men of war. At Halifax there are
Marlowe
turn in a few days to remain until six English men of war.
Mrs. Driscoll and baby May go home and Southern are on this ship. She
looks terribly ill. Dr. Mayo and Dr.
after Labor Day.
As day after day from ten to twen Murphy (two greatest surgeons in
ty boats are anchored out in the lake America) and Lord Stuart Worthin front of the hotel if there is a ley.
The lack of air last night was ter
fish that chances to want to take a
short swim he is sure to find plenty rible; we were all shut up in the
porthole closed
of worms which cover many a hook dark with every
flying
waiting him, and as the older and and we went like a bird
wiser fish have no doubt been caught through space. We can see land
not many record trout and salmon now. I’ll write the minute I get to
are brought in but hundreds of smal New York. There isn’t a ship in
ler ones are caught daily. Six of •the world fast enough to catch this
three pounds and over have been re steamer. That is what got us across.
corded this week. Col. Lit of Phila We sailed from Livepool at 3.30 or
4.00 on Saturday last. Now it is
delphia a 4%-pound salmon.
Miss Ruth Goodfriend of New York Thursday morning early and we are
with Gard Hinkley,, one 3*4 pounds. in sight of land—Nova Scotia—about
Mrs. De Witt Stetten of the same 5 days. Record time.
If German ships had taken us we
city records one S^-pound salmon.
should
have all been taken to Ham
Millard Merz of Philadelphia one of
the same size and Mrs. H. Leberman burg as prisoners of war. There has
of Far Rockaway,, N. Y., with Oscar been all kinds of excitement on
Parker guide, is high line for the' board. I have not been at all aweek as she pulled in one 5 pounds; fraid, nor have I been seasick. You
and another 3 pounds, both salmon. J see torpedo boats have no speed
Miss Newgass of the same city bad; far out at sea and we had so man)
the good luck to land a 4x4-pound days’ start that I was sure we were
O. K.
salmon.
Jacob Goodfriend has been called j
to New York on business, but hopes {
to join his family for the first week
in September.
Dancing the new fancy dances in
the casino under the instruction of
Robert Buxbaum, a New York young
special Correspondence)
man, is now quite the popular thing.
The Birches,
Mooselookmeguntic
Wm. Hirsh of Boston has the latest
Lake,
Aug.
11—With
the cool breeze
fish story to tell and Fred Fowler,
his guide., is ready to swear to it. across this end of the island those
While fishing off the Barker Mr. who have come from the city are
Hirsh got a good strike and reeled taking life easy sitting on the piazza
in to find he had a pound and a half cf their cabin or out on the lake.
Two young gentlemen from Flush
trout which had not been hooked but
had taken the head of the minnow ing, N. Y., Messrs. A. W . Lawrence
into his mouth and would not let go and Charles H. Bailey, who for a
until he was safe in the boat and bad number of years have sepnt vacation
days here on the island, were wel
to.
comed by their friends on Sunday.
Camp Lone Fisherman is taken by
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Ryan and
Master Everett J. Ryan of Brookline,
Mass., who came last year for the
first time, were so much pleased
with log cabin life they have returne
for another season.

OUTDOOR FEAST
ON CUPSUPTIC

SHIP BOUND
FOR HALIFAX
Exciting Experiences Taking Place
All of the Time.

The following interesting letter was
received by Mrs. Albert Worth ley
from her daughter, Mrs. Edna Worth
ier Underwood:
I^rrday morning, August 7.
We are just off Halifax where we
are landing instead of New York.
From Halifax I will send you a wire.
We have had an exciting trip.
We
did not know that we were going to
he permitted to sail until the last
minute. Germany stopped all Ger
man ships. We left England on the
last ship and people who had book
ed on the Imperator and
German
lines were begging to be taken away
in the steerage. When we had been
out 24 hours we were told that we
might be recalled to England.
An
airship came out from the Irish coast
and flew over us for ten miles or
more. Then we were told that war
had been declared between England
and Germany and that we might be
taken by German
torpedo boats.
The next wireless said that Ger
man warships had left Mexico and
were after this ship— it is one of the
finest and fastest ships in the world.
They put out every light on the
steamer, enclosed all the decks with
canvas, closed the portholes
with
steel, shut off searchlights and sub
marine signals, took down the Eng
lish flag and tried to make a fast
dash through the night to New York.
About 9 o’clock wo found that an
American battleship was near. What
this message was we do not know,
but the ship, turned and made for
Halifax. They will not tell us much.
I should have sent you a wire

Two ladies who have spent much
time traveling in Europe, Miss Ger
trude A. Tate of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and Miss E. Alice Austen of Staten
Island, N. Y., are now happily locat
ed in Camp Comfort and plan dur
ing their stay to visit all the differ
ent places of interest.
With a
motor boat which they have charter
ed, they are spending much time o r
the lake.
Mrs. J. W. Platten and children
Gladys and J. Homer Platten of New
York, who are again in Samp Hia
watha for a stay of several weeks,
were most cordially greeted by their
old friends. Ernest Godwin is their
guide, and Mr. Platten hopes to
join them later.
In honor of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Walker of Hartford, Conn, last Fri
day Mrs. Charles W. Gardiner of Bos
ton, and Mrs. Wm. Cooney of New
York invited a party of ten to take
a trip up the Cupsuptic where they
gave an outdoor feast that surely was
a joy long to be remembered. From
Portland had come big live lobsters,
green
corn and goed things, and
Mr. Gardner, acting as “ chef” , as
sisted by Capt. Nate Barrett, broil
ed the live lobsters which
were
gieatlv enjoyed.
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be
cause It Reaches the People
Yom
Want for Customers.
Try It.

FOXES WANTED
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times of year. Write or
wire wl at you have to offer, stating lowest,
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write,
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS.
Dover, Maine
Tel. 64.15

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
One cent a word in advance.

No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b, c. order

CHAPERONE PARTY
TO KENNEBAGO

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE

Rangeley Lake House Bachelors to
Give Fancy Dress Masquerade

One of the best set* of camps in
Maine.
Good business already es
Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley,
tablished.
For further particulars Aug. 12—“ Perfect days like this are
write Maine Woods, Phillips.
such as we find only in Rangeley

and we are glad to he back again,’*
FOR SALE— Summer cottages
and
remarked a party as they were wel
lots in Blanchard, Maine. Good fis t
comed by old friends this morning.
ing and hunting. Fine scenery. F.
Interesting sports and pleasant
G. Hayden, Brighton, Maine.
Tel
social functions have fallen to the
ephone connection.
lot of the happy crowd of August va
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating mar cationists gathered at this wonder
chine. In first clasa condition. In ful lake and mountain resort, and
with over 200 guests and many auto
quire at Maine Woods office.
mobile parties who tarry for a short
time, then away to the White Moun
FOR SALE—Mill for sawing long
tains, or for Quebec or the seashore,,
and short lumber, birch, shingles and
making parcel handles.
Run by this is now a busy and happy place,
water or steam.
Situated in Mad and fortunate are those who have
rid village. For further particulars chosen the Rangeley Lake House to
inquire of J. Blaine Morrison of Phil pass the summer days.
There are quite a party of old tim
lips or W. H. Daverport, Dixfield.
ers who this season are travelFOR SALE—Village
stands
for ing in Europe and no doubt they
sale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine wish themsehes in this land of
Morrison.
peace, and think of their more fav
ored friends who returned for this
season and wish they too were here.
FOR SALE—Two lots of land
ad
Mrs. Hugh Hartshorne and daugh
joining The Barker Hotel on south
ter
of Sealright, N. J., are here for
end. Also motor boats to let and
for sale. Address with stamp
to an extended stay.

WOODS,
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Philadeiphia are among the new com tended. Everyone who purchased
ers who find this an ideal spot for knew they were helping some bread
winner and the ladies who for sev
the summer days.
eral years have so kindly arranged
Mrs. John F. Hill, wife of the late
for, and conducted the sale were
Governor Hill of Maine, motored from
her home in Augusta Saturday, ac-j much pleased that more than $500
worth of articles have been sold and
comp&nied by Mrs. M. Katney and
feel most grateful to all who assis
Mrs. S. K. Needringhans of St. Louis,
ted them in this good work.
Mo.„ and spent the Sabbath here.
Coming in their touring car from
Charles F. Silvester and daughter,
Miss Helen F. Silvester of
New Haverhill, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. F. E.
York, who for the first time have Leavitt, Mr .and Mrs. George B.
come to Maine for the summer days Leavitt, Miss Helen and Donald, tar
are greatly delighted with this hotel ried ibere for several days this week.
Mrs. Abner Handle, Miss Beach
and plan to remain several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Ogliver of New of New Haven,, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
York are among this week’s comers Bruff of New York, who are touring
who have taken rooms for the Aug from the White Mountains have
taken rooms at this hotel for a short
ust days.
Jesse W. Johnson of New York stay.

i
HOW ABOUT A MOTOR CAR TRIP?

(Continued from page oneJ
excellent way of touring. That is to
avoid the hotels, shun the pictures
que wayside taverns with Broadway
menu cards on which the prices have
been boosted and to take on^’s shelter
along.
Shelter tents and wayside
cooking outfits do not take up much
more room than dress-suit cases ladein
with heavy evening clothes to be worn
in hotel dining rooms.
A party of three or four or five or
six, if the car is of the seven passenger
type, can travel all the way from
Maine to California, from Montreal,
P. Q. to Galveston, Tex., by auto and
make a comfortable camp every night,
laugh at hotel bills and have enough
change of occupation in the camp
tasks by the wayside to kill the mo
notony that sometimes accompanies
a long trip 1^ motor, punctuated only
by stops to eat and sleep within four
walls quite as confining as those at
home from which the motoring va
cationist sought to escape.
file outfit necessary for camping by
auto is not an expensive one, less than
the total of the hotel bills on a long
trip. Furthermore, unless lost by the
wayside, it remains the property of
its owner at the end of the trip and
will last for many more, so that, unlike
hotel bills, it is an investment and not
a current expense.
Several of the large sporting goods
houses make a specialty of outfitting
auto campers and smaller stores have
in stock much of the necessary equip
ment. There is a cleverly devised au
tomobile tent, with but one pole and
that of the telescope variety. It is
made of such light material arid packs
so closely that the tent bundle ready
to stow on the running board or bag
gage rack of the car occupies a space
only 28 inches long and 10% inches in
diameter. In the 9 by 7 feet size the
tent weighs but 21 pounds, and there
are larger sizes proportionally heavier..
The center of the rear wall of the tent
guys to the steering wheel of the*
car.
There is other equipment for the
auto camper in almost bewildering ar
ray. Aluminum and light steel cooking
and eating utensils are ready for the
camper in all degrees of elaborateness.
Then there are folding chairs and
tables, wash basins and even bath
tubs, all of which can be stowed away
in capacious duffle bags which may
be placed on the running boards and
lached down to occupy a small space
and stay snug even when the car is
going around sharp turns and making
steep grades.
The man whose only desire is speed
and distance would do well to avoid
auto camping, for the daily making
an^breaking of camp takes time an&
the best motor camper is he who is
satisfied with a moderate speed and
reasonable daily mileage. Six hours
on the road daily is enough and even
ing and night runs should not be un
dertaken if the camper wishes to sleep
at night under his own tent roof. Still
a very respectable daily distance can
be covered, the amount depending of
course, upon the character of country
to be covered and the speed and dis
position of the car. If the camper
weakens in his love for the open or
tires of the task of cooking his meals
over an open fire or in a portable
stove, an occasional night can be spent
at a hotel, and the return to outdoor
lodging will be all the more appre
ciated.
One distinct advantage of motor
camping is that sections that have
few hotels or poor ones can be tra
versed in comfort, with an assurance
of accomodations of an even standard
of excellence.
The sleeping bag
stretched on a pneumatic matress will
be just as soft when spread on the
summit of a rocky hill as it is in the
grassy meadow by a winding river,
and the upland outdoor lodging will
probably have the advantage of fur
nishing less mosquito^!* These pests
can be guarded against, though, by the
use of bobbinet tent flies and fronts
that exclude them quite as well if not
better than does the average hotel
bedroom screen. »
More people are discovering the bet
ter way of auto touring every year
and while the richer, lazier and less
imaginative motorist, who wants speed,
distance and luxury will probably be
in the majority for some time to come,
the minority who combine camping
and motoring Tvill not regret their
choice.

One of the social events of the
came for the week-end with his fam
ily.
season occurs on Saturday evening,
A party from Joliet, 111., Mrs. F. August 15 at the Casino, when
a
M. Woodruff,, Miss Mertrude Wood Fancy Dress masquerade will be giv
ruff and Mrs. R. H. Dorman came en by the Rangeley Lake
House
Thursday to remain several weeks.
Bachelors. No one, not in fancy cos
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Wells, Miss tume will be permitted on the floor.
Wells of Minneapolis., Minn.,
and A cordial invitation is extended to
friend, Mrs. Paul Peiver of New all. It has been said that the RangeYork, who are touring New England ley Lake House is entertaining a
larger number of good loo*king, des
were here for the week-end.
Coming in four touring cars and irable and genial bachelors than any
having a great trip over the country, other summer resort in the state.
the following people remained here. Robert Hyle of Philadelphia is en
part of the week: Mr. and Mrs. W. tertaining his friend Andrew Ken
B. Sheppard, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel ney of Detroit, Mich.
B. Bowen of Philadelphia; Mr. and
Coming all the way from their
Mrs. J. F. McNeil of Brookline,, southern home in Montgomery, Ala
Mass.; C. M. Jones and party of bama In their touring car, Mrs. M.
Hon. Waldo Pettengill., wife and New York.
Robert Martin, (Guide), Haines Lan
L. Greil, Mrs. Neil and daughters,
daughter, Miss H. E. Pettengill of
ding, Maine.
En route for Quebec from Poland and Miss Lenz made a short ystay
Rumford, were here for a short stay Spring, Mrs. J. W. Russell met a here the first of the week, starting
the first of the week.
WANTED.
party of friends at this hotel and homeward via the Dixville Notch and
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Wilson and left here Friday morning.
through the White Mountain.
The
WANTED—Kitchen girl and two wait*
Harold S. Wilson of Peterson, N. J.,
Nell Twomey
of New York, ac party expressed themselves as great
resses. Address Mingo Hotel, Min
arrived Tuesday for their first visit companied by his brother, Rev. Fr. ly delighted with and surprised at
go Springs, Rangeley.
to this hotel
M. E. Towmey and two sisters, the wonderful lake and mountain
WANTED—Boy from 16 to 20 years
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Lincoln Miss Julia A. and Miss Mary Two scenery they found in New England.
to make himself generally useful in Smith were among the New Yorkers mey of Boston and Rev. Fr. M. J.
One evening this week Miss M. H.
August. Apply Camp Ray,' near Min who spent part of the week at this Coffey of Boston en route for the Whitlock of Summit, N. J., and Miss
go, Rangeley. Salary $20.
White Mountains were here for the R. Nienkirk of Philadelphia gave a
hotel.
novel and most enjoyable hayrack
Col. John D. Hall of the United week-end.
Surely
the
travel
has
been
extra
and watermelon ride to 21 young
LOST AND FOUND
States Army, accompanied by Mrs.
Hall, who have come for the first S°°d for the last week as we find people. The big hayrack drawn by
FOUND—Purse. Owner may have time express themselves as much
looking over the book where all four horses took the merry party up
it at Maine Woods office by paying pleased with the 'Rangeleys.
guests pen their names that this on t^e Dallas road, where the guide
for advertising.
,,
.
week alone people have registered built a fire and the young folks sit
Mr. and Mrs.
Edward
Mallin.
..
,
,
. _. T »
,
from Maine,
Massachusetts, Rhode ting around the cheerful blaze cut
chredts of St. Louis, Mo.., were here
.
XT„ „
,
c
,
.
.
Island, Connecticut.. New York, New half a dozen big watermelons, serv
for over Sunday while touring Maine.
'
,
„
^
A A
v
, _
'
i Jersey, Delaware, Kansas
Pennsyl- ed hot coffee, told stories and sang
A. A. Tilney has returned from a
’
,.
songs until a late hour when they
™
t.«„ V___ r»i„
vania, Michigan, Missouri, Illinois,
few days visit to his home in Plain
Minnesota and Alabama; also from drove back to the hotel by moonlight.
field, N. J.
Miss Emma Maxwell and party
England and France.
George B. Dunning of New York on
Morton Good speed, one of the from Portland were one of the auto
Saturday joined his family for the
popular young gentlemen among the mobile parties who arrived this week.
The many friends of J. Dexter Hun- Jremainder of the season.
The many friends of Francis iShaw
guests left Monday for the
White
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Buck, Miss Fran
toon were pained to learn of his death
Mountains, where he will spend a of Boston who owns a fine cottage
which took place at Kennebago Satur cis M. and Miss Caroline A. Buck of
on the south shore of Rangeley lake
few days before college opens.
day night at 6 o’clock from hemorrhage
were most happy to greet him on
following ulcers of the stomach. Al Rowe, Philip, of Rangeley and Mont- j George A. Port of New York has
joined his family for the remainder Wednesday evening. Mr. Shaw and
ford
of
Mexico;
a
father,
George
D.
though he had been in poor health for
family who have been in Europe
the past six months the end came Huntoon, and three brothers, C. F of their stay.
Col. Albert B. Hilton and family of have not opened their cottage for
quickly.
On Monday preceding his Huntoon, G. H. Huntoon and Will Hun.
Hackensack, N. J.., after a pleasant years but ex'pect to do so another
death he was attending to his usual toon.
Funeral services were held at the stay of ten days left in their tour season.
duties as a guide when overcome by
Childs officiating. ing car Monday, planning to spend
the sickness which caused his death. cfiurch, Rev. H.
Last Sunday evening a party of
He was removed to Grant’s Camps and Miss P. M. Richardson sang two beau the remainder of August at the sea young people from the hotel were in
The flowers were shore.
everytning done for his comfort. Dr. tiful selections.
vited by Miss Francis Emmonds of
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Morrison of Princeton, N. J., to Pickford’s Camp
Allen, a physician stopping at Grant’ s many and beautiful and were arranged
Camps, vvaa ever within call and Drs. by Mrs. P. L. Tracy. Tne interment New York are spending a few days for a marshmallow party.
Ross and Colby were also in attend was made in Evergreen cemetery, at this hotel while traveling through
Mrs. Charles A. Zindersfein and
ance. Arrangements were made to George Esty, Leon Robbins, M. D. Maine.
family
of West Newton,, Mass.,, ar
carry him to Portland but his condition Tibbetts and W. D. Quimby acting as
Edward J. Bullwinkel and party
rived
Wednesday
and have taken
pall
bearers.
was such that it was not deemed advis
of Brooklyn, N. Y., were among the
rooms for August.
able
The flowers were as follows: Pillow motor parties who tarried. _
Horseback riding is now very pop
Mr. Huntoon was a lifelong resident and cross, Mr. and Mrs. Will Huntoon,
Miss Rachel Marble returned this
ular and in early morning hour lad
of Rangeley and a well known and pop- ! Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Huntoon, George
sek from a pleasant
ies and gentlemen often take a ten*
ular guide; of a generous and kindly, H. Huntoon; double spray of lilies, Mr. friends at Kennebunkport.
mile gallop over the hills before
disposition and well liked by his many and Mrs. Frank Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs
On Thursday Mrs. A. A. Tilney and
friends.
His age was 57 years, 8 Phil Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Misg Tilney 0f New York chaperon- breakfast.
A big and enthusiastic
crowd
months and 25 days. He is survived by Rowe; standing anchor, Mr. and Mrs. '
the fon0wing * party of happy
watched
the
baseball
game
on
Wed
four children: Frank, Mrs. O. R. W. D. Grant, Mr. and Mrs. L M.
n Misses:
Elizabeth Wencke,
nesday afternoon between the Phil
Cushman. Miss Faje Wor.hley, H E. B
Ruth Marble,
lips and Rangeley Lake House team,
Grant, F. H. Philbrick, Jack ^otk, Ira
McConnell and Sarah Nehr for a when our boys won 12-2, and this af
Huntoon, Jack McKinnon; spray of
trip to Kennebago. They left the Iternoon the college boys on the Ran
lilies, Mrs. Annie Burns; bunch of,
purple and white asters, Mr. and Mrs. p 10tel> taking their
lune i
W1 1 geley Lake House team will do their
Amos Ellis; carnations, Mr. and Mrs. Ithem, crossed the lake to ^out i best to win laurels from the MooseFOR
Herman Huntoon, Hayden Huntoon, RanBeley> and took tlle noon train lookmeguntic team.
Stella Huntoon; carnations, Mrs. Phin-1 f°r Kennebago. By steamer they
GUNS AND
FISH-RODS
eas Richardson, Miss Prudence M. went to the head of the lake and
GOLF
Richardson; carnations, Mr. and Mrs. ; stopped long enough to look over the
William F. Nye is the great
Charles Hambin; carnations, Mr. and camps and then as the buckboard
est authority on refined oils in the
Mrs. Earle Huntoon, Mrs. Guida Nile; j was waiting them, had a jolly and a
The golf links is now one contin
world. He was the first bottler; has
pillow, Katherine Roeschene; bouquet j novel ride back to the hotel where
ual, effective moving picture as the
sweet peas, A. L. Robertson and fam- they arrived at 5 o’clock in the afterthe largest business and N YO IL
ladies and gentlemen make the round)
ily; bouquet, Mr. and Mrs. George Ben- noon.
is the best oil he has ever made.
over the course.
son; floral shield, Mr. and Mrs. EbenI Mr. afid Mrs. Robert W. Steel and
The Handicap Tournament last
N Y O IL
Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. William Hoar, Mr. daughter, Miss Dorothy Steel of New
Saturday
was won by J. Robert Whit
H AS NO E Q U A L .
and Mrs. H, 0. Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs. York, after greatly enjoying their
Ernest Robbins, Methyl Huntoon; buo- first visit at this hotel where they lock of Summit, N. J., who has a
Be^ware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
quet, Mr. and Mrs. James Ros§ and made many friends, regretfully left handsome cup to add to his collect
where a light oil is needed. It pre
Gail; bouquet, Mr. and Mrs Walter for their camp in the Adirondacks a ion of trophies.
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
On Monday, Aug. 17 the qualifying
Bush; floral wreath, Charles Sjuthard;
tion.
few days ago. Mr. Steel has since
round for the Men’s championship
floral piece, Mrs. Mary Haines; flow
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
sent a beautiful silver cup for one
your firearms and your rod. You will
will be played at 9 o’clock a. m.,.
ers, Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Tracy, Mr. and
of the golf tournaments.
find it by far the best. Hardware and
and it is thought the tournament
Mrs. F. L. Marchetti; sweet peas,
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
Miss Edith McConnell of Boston
Mrs.
Rod
Brackett.
There
were
also
will
close before Thursday, the 20th.
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
many other beautiful floral tributes, is the guest of Miss Ruth Marble.
Real Jewel Cases.
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
The sale Wednesday in the big
A smart corset salesman writes me
showing the esteem in which the de
Supreme Excellence.
W M . F. N YE ,
In character, in manner, in style, in from Louisville that he tells people
ceased was held, but the names of the parlor cf the most dainty and ex
quisite needle work,, from the Y. W. all things, the supreme excellence is he sells jewel cases.—Cincinnati En
donors could not be learned.
New Bedford, Mass.
quirer.
C. A. in New York was largely at simplicity.—Longfellow.
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and brings down a duck or two at the
first pop out of the gun, and this with
out the aid of spectacles.
The old fellow never trapped many
foxes—snared them as we would a
rabbit. And this snaring secret he has
taught to many men for $25.00 each.
He is so well versed in the fox that he
can set a snare right where they have
their ‘'runs” Along old fences he has
set snares, for the fox will travel along
a fence until he finds an opening near
A mart to be just a little bit more the ground to get through.
intelligent and “foxy” than a fox,
The old trapper here laughed, lit
must have more than ordinary in liis pipe and told the View editor of
telligence, for the fox is considered how for once a fox got the best of
the cutest animal that walks the him. He went out one morning on the
wilds of Maine, and a trapper that crust and found a fox in a snare. Just be
gets ’em must get down to nature fore getting to the fox Plummer thought
and make a mighty study of this j he saw him move. Going to the fox
beautiful fur-bearing animal.
he tickled his eyelid to see if he would
While at Lakeville, N. B. recently wink. Narry a wink or a movement
the editor of the View, Mrs. Lowell came from the fox. Taking him from
and Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Morton, who the snare he hitched a rope to his body
so kindly donated their car for the and to a cane which he carried over
trip were loyally . entertained at tea his shoulder to carry the fox.
He
at the home of W. W. Wilson, prob travelled to several other snares with
ably Lakeville’s largest merchant fox number one over his shoulder ap
and mill owner, and after tea the parently dead. He climbed over four
editor was introduced to Wm. Plum fences with the fox dangling from his
mer, the champion fox hunter of shoulder. Coming to another sngre he
Maine and New Brunswick, and a laid the fox down and went to adjust
man now 77 years old and as keen the snare when, hearing a. rustle, he
intellectually as a school boy—and a looked around and there was the sup
posed dead fox cutting across the
whole lot more “foxy’’.
We found the old gentleman seated snowy field at a very lively clip. The
on the veranda of his snug cottage cane, which was a heavy one, would
near Mr. Wilson’s, smoking the pipe jill-poke and throw the fox until at
of peace. He impressed us at once last it suck in the crust in such a
as being a very intelligent man and way as to hold Mr. Fox solid and
as we sat there enjoying a smoke with Plummer who was giving wild chase
him he spun off yards and yards of fox all the time quickly dispatched the
and animal stories, until we began to fox as did Joe Knowles the bear—by
think that Joe Knowles was several a clip over the nose.
2aps behind.
Plummer told of another case of
William Plummer was born in Sun- fox cunningness. A trapper he had
bary County, Parish of Sheffield, taught to snare foxes got one which
moving to Waterville, N. B. on a farm played dead. The man carried the
when he was 22 years old.
fox, a small one, over his arm, and
Later he opened a shoe repairing while going by a house a dog came
shop in Jacksonville, N. B., where in
out and barked. The supposed dead
40 years he accumulated a good bank
fox on the hunter’s arm immediatelj
•account. Selling out his business he
jumped to th,e ground and off to the
took to hunting, especially foxes, and
woods in the fraction of a minute.
the success he met with added several
Plummer is a widower. His wife
thousand more to his account.
left him 33 years ago and went to
In one winter Plummer, who had
three fox grounds to look after, snared Boston where she conducted a board
205 foxes, doing the work himself. ing house. Three years ago Plummer
Aside from getting foxes he caught got word she had died, and not having
muskrat, mink, weasels; shot ducks heard anything from her he supposed
and large game. Even today, at the this report to be true. He has one
age of 77 years, the old trapper takes son working in St. John, N. B., who
his shot gun, an English imported gun, comes home to Lakeville most every
given him by his son, and goes dowrn summer to see the old gent. This son
♦ by the lake and streams in Lakeville draws a salary of $40.00 a week and
sends his father a check for $25.00 each
month for living expenses, although
there is no need of it for Plummer,
the great fox hunter, has a good bank
account in a Woodsock, N. B. bank
and wants for nothing.
Plummer also showed the View edi
tor a mink trap, a weasel trap and a
mouse trap, all designed to catch them
alive. These traps he makes himself
and are a mighty skillful contrivance.
He sells them from 25 cents to $1.00
each, according to size.
When asked how many foxes he had
caught he replied probably over two
thousand.
When asked about the
black fox farms he said there was
not a black fox in N. B. Said that
people had told him time and time
again of seeing a black fox, but they
were in all probability fischers, which
William Tell Flour.
are about the size of a fox and very
black. He has an idea that a black
fox can be crossed with the red fox
and get a very fine grade of fur.
William Tell
Plummer gave the View editor val
uable hints as to how to catch fish—
of how to catch animals, of their hab
Milled by a special process,
its. He is a mighty interesting man
William Tell goes farther. More
loaves to the sack in addition to
to meet, and of more than ordinary in
wonderful bread making qualities.
telligence,—Mars Hill View.

THE CHAMPION
FOX TRAPPER

Even Now at the Age of 77 He
Shoulders His Rifle.

N othing Better

than bread and butter —
when the bread is made
from
Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing children, because
is made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.

is the result of glancing through odd
items in the daily papers and reading
some of the stuff that passes for humor
The efforts of the American game
in the Sunday supplements. Fortu
protective and propagation association nately they visit the state and learn
for a treaty between the United States that the log cabins are reserved for the
and Great Britain for the protection of summer guests. In greatly increasing
birds that migrate between this country numbers they are coming to see us
and Canada have an excellent prospect in the winter and discover that the
of success, says the New York Times much-advertised
winter
frolics of
in a recently published interview with
Switzerland are tame compared with
John B. Burnham, president of the as
the fun that can be had up in Maine.
sociation. If this treaty is ratified it
Then almost everyone outside of
will protect during nearly the complete
line of their liight most of the migra Maine and a very considerable number
tory species found in both countries. of people living in the state think that
Such a treaty would take the place of Maine is barren and the soil worthless,
the Weeks-AlcLean act, if that measure if yield per'acre is any indication of
is declared to be unconstitutional, v the fertility of the soil, Maine is by no
means a barren state. In comparison
The Weeks-McLean act, which marks
with other states, Maine stands very
the most radical step ever taken in this
high indeed.
country for game preservation, con
Maine averages to get 40 bushels of
ferred on the department of agriculture
corn from each acre of ground devoted
the power to make the game laws in
to that crop, according to the Year
the case of migratory birds, and on
Book of the Department of Agriculture.
October 1, 1913, a set of regulations was
Only eight states raised more and
enacted declaring the open and close
among those that raised 1/ess are New
seasons in the various states for many
York, Minnesota, South Dakota, North
varieties of game birds and perpetual Dakota, Michigan, Oklahoma, and
ly forbidding the shooting of migratory Texas.
birds passing over or at rest on any
Maine averages to raise 23.5 bushels
of the waters on the main streams of of wheat on every acre that is devoted
the following rivers. The Mississippi, to wheat and only nine other states in
between Minneapolis and Memphis, and the Union do better than that. Among
the Missouri between Bismarck and the states that do not do as well are
Nebraska City.
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Illinois, Mich
The fate of Weeks-McLean act is a igan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and
question of the greatest interest to South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and
sportsmen. It has been attacked on Iowa.
Maine averages to raise 34.6 bushels
the ground that it attempts an unjust
ifiable extension of the federal control of oats to the acre and among the
over interstate commerce.
Attorney- states that raise less are New Jersey,
General Carmody iif a recent opinion Pennsylvania, New York, Missouri,
advised the conservation commission |Nebraska, Kansas, all tlm South At
of New York that the act was uncon- Ilantic states and all the South Central
stitutional.. It would, however, be be- i states, except Texas.
Maine averages to raise 26.2 bushels
yond the power of any court to declare
the same regulations unconstitutional of barley to the acre and among states
if they were made a part of a treaty. that raiqe less are New York, Michi
Similar treaties will be proposed gan, Missouri, South Dakota, Nebraska,
with Mexico and South American coun Kansas and Oklahoma.
Maine averages to raise 29.4 bushels
tries for the protection of birds, such
as the curlew, which makes flights from of buckwheat to the acre and stands
the Arctic circle to the equatorial zone. third in the whole country in point of
“Generous support has been given the production per acre. The list of states
association,” said Mr. Burnham “by*tlie that raise less per acre includes the
Canadian officials, sportsmen, and con whole “ buckwheat belt,” Indiana, Illi
servationists generally, while in this nois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
country, the department of agriculture Iowa, Ohio, Nebraska and Kansas.
Maine averages to raise 198 bushels
and, in fact, every arm of the federal
government that could be of assistance of potatoes to the acre and all the rest
has responded promptly and efficient of the country trails behind. In fact,
there are but seven states that raise
ly.”
A conference was held recently in more than 150 bushels to the acre and
Washington between the author of the not one of these is in the middle west.
As a matter of fact the “barrenness"
original migratory bird bill, George
Shiras, 3d, W. S. Haskell, general of Maine soil is largely due to ignor
counsel for the American game protec ance or prejudice of the people who talk
Maine’s soi* is not barren.
tive association, and Drs. A. K. Fisher about it.
and T. S. Palmer, representing the Maine’s soil, if that were her only
biological survey. At this conference resource, would be a sufficient founda
the treaty with Great Britain in its tion on which to base the activities of
revised form was considered and ap an organization like the Develop Maine
This movement proposes
proved.
The matter is now awaiting Movement.
to
introduce
new
crops and new^meththe approval of the department of
ods, in conjunction with other organi
state.
zations devoted exclusively to the work.
As soon as this appioval is given the It proposes to bring new farmers and
Canadian sportsmen and conservation new financial assistance to the farm
ers. It is receiving the support of
ists will be requested to make sugges many citizens and should receive
tions and criticisms with a view to yours. To become a member it is only
agreeing on the final form of the treaty, necessary to send a dollar with your
so that its ratification can be conclud name, postoffice address and business,
to the treasurer, W. E. Lawry, Box 374,
ed within the next few months. The Augusta, Me. He will send you a cer
question of the treaty was presented tificate and keep you advised of devel
originally to the Senate by Senator opments.
Root, who said, in offering the resolu
N E W E Q U IP M E N T FOR B. & A.
tion:—
TO S A V E T H E

M IG R A N T

BIRDS.

“I think that that may furnish a.
pathway along which we can proceed
to some practical relief in regard to
the very urgent and very pressing evil
which the senator from Connecticut
described.
We already have a treaty
regarding migratory fish in the Great
lakes, and in that system of waters,
and it may be that under the treaty
making power a situation can be creat
{251
ed in which the government of the
Use fcr Old Records.
United States will have the constitu
Old talking machine records make tional authority to deal with this sub
very nice table mats for hot dishes. ject.”
The mats can be made by gluing asbes
The migratory birds which the treaty
tos on both sides of records and cover
ing with linen or cretonne and binding would protect are geese, ducks, rail,
woodcock,
brant,
It with a brass strip with same mate coots, gallinules,
H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
rial sewed into place.
snipe, plover, curlew and other varieties.
Phillips, Maine,
The proposed treaty between this
country and Great Britain was draft
ed, at .the request of the department of
" Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
agriculture, by William S. Haskell of
•without injuring the pelt. A hu
New York, counsel for the American
mane feature that is very com
mendable; BESIDES IT SAVES
game protective association. The pro
EVERY EUR FOR THE TRA P
PER. The only trap ever con
posed regulations adopted by the de
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP
partment of agriculture under the au
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
thority of the. Yi eeks-McLean law were
ing furs of mink, skunk, "soon ” ,
etc. There is no escape, the trap
embodied
in the draft of the treatyper gets every pelt.
Springfield Republican.
n |VIP brings illustrated Guide

William Tell
Flour
C.

U r i l l . giving the first time in
A print
the treasured secrets of the

Out of State People W ho

wisest old trappers in this country.
It’s worth dollars to you.

T h i n k We

Live in Log Cabins Have A n o th e r

Guess.

TRAPPRS* SUPPLY GO.,

Box W,

OAR PARR, ILL.

Men and women still come to Maine
who thoroughly believe that Maine peo.ple live in log cabins and are compelled
to den up like the bears in winter.
Their conception of conditions in Maine

THE CRACK
GOLF PLAYER
Some Interesting Games Planned
for Later In the Season.
Howard Martin of Albany, N. Y..,
the crack golf player, of the Albany
Country club and one of the best
known players in the United States,,
is stopping at Pickford’s Camps and
appears daily on the Rangeley links.
A match game between Mr. Martin
and some of the good players now

HOW ARD

M A RTIN

at Rangeley will probably be arrang
ed for later in the season and will,
no doubt, prove of great interest to
the many guests stopping at the
Rangeley Lake House and other ho
tels and camps in this region.
We were fortunate to obtain a
very good picture of Mr. Martin as
he appears on the links which we
take pleasure in publishing in this
issue.

ARRIVALS AT
EAGLE LAKE
Many Guests Will Remain Until
Late in the Fall.
(Special Correspondence.)

Eagle Lake, August 4—The follow
ing guests are registered at the above camps:
Miss Roberts.,
Miss
Sprague, Mrs. Stacey, Mrs. Henry
Saiuek, Mrs. L. E. Sheble and Miss
Helen F. Hess of New York; Mr. H.
O. Stevens, Caribou; Miss W. Jones,
Scranton, Va.; Mrs. Leidy and Mr.
Mason Leidy of New Jersey; Mr.
S. S. Feagles,, Winterville; Mr. and
Mrs. Rosenberger and Mr. J. Q. Rosenberger, Jr. of Kansas City, Mo.;
Miss Helen F. Hess of New York
City; Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Thompson
and Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Piston of
During tlie year ending June 30, Bangor.
1914, the Bangor & Aroostook Rail
All the guests think these camps
road moved 6,000 carloads of pota are fine and soime will remain all
toes in excess of the heaviest pre summer and fall. Many more guests
vious potato shipping season in the are already booked, and Mr. Titus
company’s history. On this account will build 15 more caimps this fall
and also because present indications and winter.
are that the potato shipments this
fall and winter -will exceed even
those of last year,, the company lias
been adding to its equipment.
Recently an order was placed
with one of the leading car build
ing companies for 225 new freight
cars and last week a contract was
closed for five very large freight lo
comotives of the consolidation type
and of the most modern
pattern
These engines will be equipped with
superheaters which while adding to
the cost of the engine, are very ec
onomical in the consumption of fuel,
Mrs. M. V. Whidden
a most important factor in this coun
of Sebec Station, Maine, would
not k e e p house w i t h o u t
try where the price of coal is so
high.
F”
She has learned what other
A number of representatives of
thousands know—the splendid
different locomotive building com
tonic effects of this medicine—
panies were after the order, all be
through the stomach— on the entire
system.
Read what she says:
ing very eager to obtain the con
“ I wish to write a word in praise of ‘ L.
tract for the construction of these
F .* Atw ood’ s Medicine. \Ve have used it
engines, for which competitive bids
bad been asked by the company and
the contract was awarded to
the
American Locomotive Company.
It
is understood that the engines will
be built at the shops of that com
pany at Schenectady, N. Y.

“L.

Atwood’s Medicine

wiMircc. w u u u s ,
S W I M M I N G IS T H E B E S T

OF A L L

S U M M E R SPO RTS

Almost every summer girl knows
how to swim at least a little, for the
days have passed when the bathing
girl sat on the beach in a fascinat

the surface.
Bring your hands to
gether at your chest, then shoot your
right hand out, fingers first and
palm downward, beyond and above
your head, at the same time draw
ing your left hand smartly down to
your side, making your hand and
wrist act as a paddle.
Rest in this
position a moment, then draw your
right hand straight down till it reach
es your right side and let it creep
back to its first position at ypur
chest. .Your left hand meanwhile
glides back along your body to re
join the right at the original posi
tion.

rn lL L lro ,

f W U U V J I

I O,

MOUNTAIN TRAILS D. W. BERRY OF
jSALMON FOR
AROUND CAMDEN CARTHAGE CHOSEN!
COBBOSSEE

One of the things undertaken by the
The Fish and Game Commission
Camden Board of Trade this year to
some time ago made a request of
make Camden more attractive to visit
ing costume which was never intend
ors was the opening and marking of
the United States Fish and Game
ed to be wet by the rude sea waves.
mountain trails. Considerable has been
Commission for 10,000 humpbacked
Nowadays the average woman who
accomplished and it is planned to do
salmon
for Lake Cobbosseecontee in
dons a bathing suit means business
D.
W. Berry, one of the best
more another season.
Kennebec county. The fishing in
— that is, she intends to go into the
known citizens of Carthage has con
The old trail up Mt. Battie has been
that once famous fishing lake has
water,, and does—she takes a short
in popular use for years but this has sented to take charge of the affairs gone astern” so in recent years
or long swim and then comes out
been marked by arrows painted on the of the Develop Maine Movement in, that the Maine commissioners have
refreshed and invigorated.
ledges and rocks so that it is now easy Franklin county and has assume determined to do all in their pow
“ When you can do your arms and for strangers to keep in the proper the duties of bis office. The Devel
While most girls swim a little,
er to bring it back to its old condi
op Maine Movement’s Treasurer, _V •
That legs separately and absolutely me path.
not a great many swim well,
tion. Investigation has proved that
chanically
without
having
to
concen
is, they can do the simple breast
The principal trail laid is the Mt. Me- E. Lawry of Augusta, in speaking tlie humpback salmon will thrive and
stroke, and maybe the back stroke, trate your mind on what you are do gunticook trail, which is now complete of Mr Berry’s appointment said, multiply in Maine climate and water
but fail to- attempt the overarm or ing, the time has come to combine from the Belfast road over the entire ‘•We deem ourselves extremely for-; and Cobbossee is to be among the
side stroke,
because
they
think the movements. Now there is one length of Megunticook to Maiden Cliff tunate to secure Mr. Berry because first to benefit. Our fish will come
i
these two too difficult. As a mat broad rule to remember— when your and thence to turnpike. This is a long of his standing in the communi y
from the United States hatchery at
ter of fact they are nothing of the right hand is above your head and| trail, several miles long, but mountain llis wide-spreaad acquaintance with Orland, Me., about Sept. 1.
your
left
along
your
side,,
your
legs
climbers
may
go
the
whole
distance
or
men and affairs in Franklin county.
kind. Just how the average swimmer
The United States authorities have
may add these two movements to must be together and in a straight part way, as their fancy dictates. A The Movement means a great deal to
the
following to say about the in
line.
This
is
the
position
when
brief description of this trail may be the rural sections of Maine. It only
her list of strokes is told by an ex
troduction of the humpback salmon
you
must
rest
on
your
stroke
and
interesting.
It
starts
near
the
barn
of
remains for men capable of pres
pert woman swimmer.
let yourself glide along from the Miss Emma Sherman on the Belfast enting argument to convince the into Maine waters:
“ Supposing you can swim breast
road and then leads by a gradual as
“ One of the most interesting and
stroke and simple back stroke and!impetlIS stained by the movements cent, not a hard climb, to the top of the farmers and business men of tli
promising
pieces of constructive fish
something!
of
tIie
Iast
stroke.
Then
it
follows
districts that such is the
you want to get on to
eastern end of the Megunticook called
ery work now in progress in the bu
travel!tbat
somewhere
between
this
rest
an
think. Mr. Berry can do it.
He
which is going to make you
j the movement when you come to Ocean Lookout which offers a grand dined to enter our service until he reau of fisheries,, departmnet
of
faster—a stroke which will make
view
of
the
ocean,
islands
and
town.
(the same position again your arms
commerce,, is the introduction of the
you cut through the water with ease
re j
The trail then leads along the mountain convinced himself that
humpbacked salmon of the Pacific
and grace without ever disturbing and Iegs must work together in per through woods and open spaces to the ment was worth while and will he
fect timing.
Now it is this same
coast into the littoral waters of
the surface —then make up your
the
more
durable
on
that
account
Maine.
timing which is so difficult to grasp,, summit of the highest point 1457 feet
mind to learn either side stroke or
Mr Berry has been chairman ot
but once it is mastered the stroke high. This point is marked by a sign.
“The native salmon of the New
overarm.
One or the other is sure
is easy.
When the hands are at The trail then leads along the moun the hoard of selectmen of Carthage England coast has become very
to suit you, and you have to learn
was
tax
collector
and
constable
f
tain
to
a
point
plainly
marked
where
I the chest, the feet should be apart
sidestroke a little before you can
• i
•i9 years, was superin- scarce, and there is a noteworthy run
and all four members must swing the traveller may go on to Zeke’ s look
only in the Penobscot river, where
attempt overarm..” says this expert.
into their correct places at exactly out, a beautiful spot on the northwest L Pr * o f . c u J . s
“ From the basis of breast stroke
ern side high above Maiden Cliff and has been a Justice „£ t . Peace>J or the bureau conducts extensive op
you may begin to learn side stroke)*1'6 Pr°l)e|’ time, so as to get the then return or turn to the left and fol
erations addressed to this species.
three years, has been county
as the first step.
First you must1
benefit of the glide forward.
low the trail to a b L ff high above the missioner of Franklin county for - Owing to unfavorable physical con
turnpike where the trail again divides, years and has served one term in ditions (dams, pollutions, removal
decide on which side you ought to
of forests at headwaters,, etc,,) in
one going down a path direct to the the Legislature. He will e
swim.
The best way is to try both,
most of the streams formerly fre
turnpike, the other one to Maiden Cliff
and the side which seems most nat
touch u-ith the men end women of
quented by the salmon, there is lit
from which a plainly marked trail leads
ural and easy is the one for you.
Franklin county who hare W
®
to the turnpike coming out near the old
tle or no probability that this fish
We will go on the supposition that
deavoring to secure
Barrett farm. This trail is marked by
can ever
be
re-established. The
upon sampling you come to the con
tor the Movement. Hereafteir
red arrows fastened on trees, red ar
humpback
salmon has
therefore
clusion that the right is best.
The
will
make
their
reports
and
retur
Fish and Game Commissioner Walter
majority of people seem to find it I. Neal was at the office Thursday of rows painted on ledges and rocks where ™ new members direct to him. H been selected as a suitable substitute.
It spawns near salt water, and will
the easier, and it is really better last week having returned from a it is out in the open and blazed trees “ .I appoint live solicitors in
he
because the heart is then uppermost week’s trip through Waldo, Knox and painted with red through the woods. several towns and will represent the find numerous favorable streams in
which the eggs will hatch and the
and in a free position. Anyone Lincoln counties looking after affairs in We recommend this trail to those who
Movement in every way.
learning to swim on the left side general and also in search of good men like a good easy climb and the most ' Ae soon as the membership cam young remain until ready for their
splendid views on the coast.
short marine life.
The average
will, of course, reverse the following for the warden force—men who know
Another well marked trail has been mian is well under way the wor weight attained is five pounds, hut
positions and always take left to how and will enforce the fish and game
opened up Ragged Mountain starting Pt gathering iniormation concerning
examples weighing 10 pounds are
mean right and vice versa.
laws to the letter. Mr. Neal says:
near G. E. Nash’s milk farm. This F r a n k i i n conntys wonderful natural
sometime®
taken in Alaska. When,
“
A
good
game
warden
must
be
born.
“The first thing to learn is to do
trail is marked by blazed trees and resources will he begun.
the proper kick, and it is unfortu The position requires peculiar qualifica cloth tied on trees. The last work on , tha, some of these resources can the fish is fresh-run from the sea,
ed that some oi
induced the flesh is of a rich red color,, of
nate that this is so often incorrectly tions and not everyone makes a success the Megunticook trail was done this be developed, new farmers 1
,
delicious flavor and a very satisfac
taught by swimming instructers. It! of the business. We want good and week and we believe our summer visit to locate in the county,
e
gj
o
r
j
fearless
men
and
can
use
some
more.
tory substitute for the Atlantic sal
is best to hold on to the steps
ors will enjoy using it.—Industrial ufacturing enterprises oca e
“ We find that our system of having Journal.
mon.
side rail of the bath, lying on your
and new capital brought into the
side at right angles to the side of chief game wardens located here and
“ The bureau has begun an annual
county.
the bath. Press the low-er or right there throughout the State is working
transfer
of humpback eggs from the
HERE AND TH E R E .
The Develop Maine Movement a I
low out very successfully. It keeps the
hand against the side, or
west
coast
to the Maine hatcheries,,
the endorsement of the commercial,
’
warden wide awake and alert and a big
“ Speaking of lobsters,” said Cura travellers,, the business men,, polit and is now distributing, in the form
step, so as to keep your ee on
record is being made this year in prossurface.
One leg only does the!
...................
tor James after reading the Chat icians of all parties, the leading e of fingerlings, the fish resulting
ecutions of violators of the law. ’
work, the other simply conforms to
The commission has just adopt* d reg item yesterday, “ I’ve got quite an pcators, clergy and professional men. from eggs brought across the con
its movements, swinging lightly to
ulations for fishing in Hoyt and San assortment here, just received from I. is an earnest and honest effort tinent and the waters stocked, which
and fro with knee held stiff.
The
ford brooks, tributary to the Belgrade the United States hatchery at Booth “
improve business
conditions have been specially selected for the
right or lower leg must make a semi- streamg> whereby for a period of four Ibay Harbor’” and he passed out a throughout the whole State or the purpose, will include the following
circular kick with a screw-like move
Penobscot, Andros
TTinvp-1years from August 15, 1914, these |vial nearly ful1 of apparently shape benefit of the State m g e n e r a l and Maine rivers:
ment.
The other leg swings slight-1
coggin,
Pleasant,
Damariscotta,, Den
less
objects,
but
when
examined
. .
.
...
®
*
brooks will te closed each year to fishnot for the benefit ot any p”
ly forward, while the other goes
_ „n , . ,
. „ , J
, .
. .
’
.
. .
7
i mg for all kinds of fish until the ice proved to be some lobsters just set of individuals or any particula nys, Orland, Union, Georges, Medombackward, knee bent,, m a rotary j goeg out in the 8prinff
- T
batched, not over an eighth of an section.
ak, and St. Croix.
movement with the toe turned in.;
inch long and another lot in the
“ This work will be continued on a
It is proposed to carry on an ek
It must come back with a swing andj
fifth, stage,, not quite half an inch
large scale annually until the liumfptensive
advertising
campaign
with force to join the left leg as it A T T Q T I M
long. They would surely come un
side the State and to employ an ek back has been firmly established and
drops back to position. The resting
A 111 /L O O U IV IH O
der the short lobster law, wouldn’t
pert, business getter to drive home a great boon will thus be conferred
position of course is with the legs
they?”
the facts, so that new capital may on the fishing industry of Maine. In
and feet together in a straight line
The Journal then discovered on a
1913 the humpback run In Puget
be induced to locate
1 •
—the drive with the right leg being
shelf in Mr. James’ private room ad
sound was valued at $4,000,000,, the
people
of
Franklin
county
have
en
the propelling power.
This simple
joining, a perfectly formed lobster
dorsed the Movement extensively all fish being used chiefly for canning.
movement needs no end 6f practice
only 3 inches long and was inforrnready,
but
the officers
hope, In Maine and other New England
before the real screw kick can be
j ed that it was a fresh water lobster),
through Mr. Berry, to secure a mem waters the humpback will be in great
efficiently used.
coming from Moose river, one of the
est demand as a fresh fish.”
bership in the county equal to
“ The arm movement is compara
very few bodies of water in Maine per cent of the population.
tively easy, but should at first be
that produces the breed. It is a
The Kennebec Journal of recent
Maine Woods W ill Keep You Inpractised without the legs.
Lie still
genuine
curiosity.—Kennebec Jour
and
Game Laws of the State. Sub
on ycur side with your right cheek date says:
nal.
resting in the water and your right
Hon. Harry B. Austin of Phillips,
scribe Now and Keep Posted.
arm and shoulder buried right In; the new chairman of the Maine Fish
your left leg should just show on and Game Commission, who had qual
Ena melware Cement.
For mending enamelware pots and
ified Iast Friday, arrived at the of
pans where a hole has been made or
fices of the Commission
in the
At “ Ethelwald,” the beautiful sum the enamel has been chipped off, the
State House and assumed the duties
mer home of Maj. and Mrs. Duncan following is effective: Equal parts of
of the position. The retiring com
B. Harrison of New York,, which is soft putty, finely sifted coal ashes and
missioner, Hon. J. S. P. H. Wilson of
on the south shore of Rangeley Lake sifted table salt. Mix all together and
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
pack it into the hole. Place the mend
for maps of the fishing regions of the Auburn, was also at the office to
the flag is now flying, for the Major
ed article on the stove with a little
state, etc. We can furnish the follow greet Mr. Austin and introduce him
and
wife
arrived
a
few
days
ago,
ac
water in it until the cement gets hard.
ing maps:
to the office force (with all of whom.,
companied by their friend, Rev. Dr. It never fails, and it beconjes as hard
Franklin County
$ .50
of
course,
he
was
already
very
well
Somerset County
,50
Vibbert of Trinity Chapel, New York as the enamel itself.
Oxford County
,50 acquainted). Mr. Austin expressed]
City, who is a well known clergyman
Piscataquis County
.50 himself as much pleased with the
and for several weeks will enjoy
Aroostook County
.50 condition in which he found the af-|
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Washington County
.50
life as the guest of Maj. Harrison
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 fairs of the office and the courtesy:
at the Rangeleys.
Offers room with hot arc!
Geological map of Maine
. % and good feeling shown by Mr. Wil j
cold water for $1.00 per day
Mrs. Thomas Hoops of Chicago, 111.
R. R. map of Maine
.35 son.
and up, which includes free
has recently opened her handsome
Androscoggin County
.3^
use of public shower baths.
Chairman Austin will remain injj
3-in-O ne. keeps all fishing tackle in per
cottage at “Ethelwald,” where she
Cumberland County
.35*
fect order. Reels oiled with 3-in-One won’ t stick or
Hancock County
.50 the city for several days, familiar Nothing to Equal This in New England will pass the next few weeks, and
hang at critical moment. They always work easily
Kennebec County
.35
and surely. 3-in-One will not gum, turn black or
has as guests from the same city,
Rooms with private baths
sticky.
Knox County
.35 izing himself with office routine and
3-in-One prevents rust on steel rods, keeps joints
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
H.Hoops,
Jr.
for $1.50 per day and up;
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35 other matters. His greeting from
and connections clean and smooth, preserves wooden
suites of two rooms and bath
Penobscot County
,5o the entire State House was very
rods, too, making them tough and pliable.
for $4.00 per day and up.
Draw your line, silk or linen, through rag moist
Waldo County
.3 d cordial.
Here Is an Idea.
ened with 3-in-One. Makes it stronger and last
York County
.35
longer. Will not rot, twist or tangle, preserves, lines,
Instead of trying to stir up trouble
nets and traps in either fresh or salt water.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
in this old world, let us get busy and
FRFF Try 3-in-One at our expense. Write for
J. W B R A C K E T T CO.,
IT PAY8 TO ADVERTISE
liheral free ‘■ample and booklet. 3-IN-ONE
IN
Send for Booklet
help those who are in trouble and see
OIL COMPANY, 1 24 New St., New York
Phillips
Maine.
how much we shall enjoy the change.
MAINE WOODS.
STOKER F. CRAFTS
G »r. V - m f r

The Develop Maine Movement
Workers Are Fortunate.

GAME WARDEN
MUST BE BORN

OFFICIAL DUTIES

Cordially Greeted by His Associates
at the State House.

FLAG NOW FLYING
AT “ ETHELWALD”

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

REEL

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

M A IN E

W OODS,

Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Gamps

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

A U G U S T 13, 1914

burn as Mrs. Sawyer and little daugh
ter Elizabeth H. Sawyer, accompan
ied by Mrs. Sawyer's sister., Mrs. B.
M. Weeden and daughter, Lydia Weeden will remain here until school
opens in September.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace H. White
and son, Herbert Frye White of Lew
iston have been joined by Mrs.
White’s mother, of the same city.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Barber of
South Framingham, Mass., who have
for years been annual comers were
welcomed by old" friends on their ar
rival Tuesday evening. Mrs. Dres
ser, also of the same city,, accom-

A R T IS T
CAMP

VETERAN

GOES

INTO

W alter M. Brackett,
Who
Is 91
Starts Alone for the Wilds of
Canada.

TRAP SHOOTING
WIDELY POPULAR

Unless you are one of those formid*
able
individuals who pursues “CultAre delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
chah” across the map of Europe with
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
a notebook and a Baedeker, you
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and tne 12 out ponds in the
cannot travel much, particularly in
radius of four miles furnish the best of tly
fishing the whole season The house and
England, without entering into the
camps are new and have all modern conven
world of sport. One forms acquain
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
tance and gets invited about, and a
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing, automobiling. etc.
season in the social world on the other
side is rather sure to be interspersed
Jackman,
Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,
Write for'booklet.
with opportunities to attend hunting
PIERCE POND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up |panied th em .
meets, grouse shootings, field trials,
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
Camping trips up to Richardson
Pond in 1913. Best of fly Ashing in small ponds.
trapshoots—all the numerous events
Send for circular and reference.
pond where the night is spent, fish
in the world of sport which form so
C. A. SPAULDING. Caratnnk. Maine.
RANGELEY. MAINE
enough caught for breakfast,
the
intimate a part in the social life of
The G arry Po nd Gam ps
England, and to a lesser degree that
deer watched as they take a mornwill open May 10, 1914. Good trout
of France and Spain.
iug dip in the water and a lunch
fishing and good accommodations.
Our English cousins demand some
from the lilypads is a popular out
Send for Booklet.
thing more than a glib familiarity with
ing for the guests.
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
AT
the language of sport; they expect a
Even way up here in the wilder
John ©arville’s Gamps Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. ness of Maine, personal friends of
man to show some class afield, to give
at S p rin g L ake
a good account of himself when out
President Wilson are sending tele
OTTER POND CAMPS
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
with the guns and to be well in the
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish grams of sympathy, for the death of
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds. ing and hunting. Send for circular.
hunt
in any large field he may enter.
the
first
lady
in
our
land,
who
was
p u rS t of spring water and the table is first-class, G E O R G E H. M c K E N N E Y , Prop..
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
Ranelagh, Belvoir, Hurlingham—names
Caratunk, Me.
so
kind
and
charitable,
is
mourned
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
high in the roll of English sport—if you
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
all over the country.
I suppose you are looking for some good Deer
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
wish to be a popular guest at these
Today
work
is
commenced
on
a
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. and Bear hunting. In 1912 I had 26 hunters at my
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family camps. Some 50 deer were taken, also bear. In
places you will need proficiency with
new
Clock
Golf
course
in
front
of
summer resort. Telephone communications with 1913 35 hunters took some 60 deer and bear. The
a
shot-gun and the ability to ride a
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms hunting grounds ai-e handy to camp and are the camps for the ladies and
to
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
pleasant woods to hunt in The camps are handy
hunter like a well-schooled polo play
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff. Me.
to the railroad station, being only 15 minutes night “ Brownie” will arrive and the
er.
walk.
__ __
gentlemen will soon be practicing
R. R. WALKER, Prop..
Mackamp, Maine
Now, trap shooting is not only ex
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the
on their course for the coming tour
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
cellent training for wing shooting, but
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas, Maine
nament.
is in itself a sport that has become
Everyone had a hearty welcome for
widely popular, particularly in France
JIM POND G A M P S
Mrs. F. R. Baker and daughters,
and Spain. At the big Annual Open
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Miss Florence and Miss Elizabeth
Championship held at the Middlesex
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
Baker of Rumford Point, who as us
Gun Club, Hendon, there will be teams
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
ual will pass a number of weeks
not only from these countries, but
for booklet.
here at Upper Dam.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
from Germany and Belgium as well.
Miss Beartrice E. Fair of East
Jim Pond Cafnps,
Eustis, Me.
M IC H IG A N ’S
TR A P SH O O TIN G
Men play at trap shooting just as they
Orange, N.J J. is having a “ Ketch
HONORS A W A R D E D .
do at golf or tennis abroad and it has
Rig” put in her sponson canoe and
been taken up by royalty and the so
will soon be sailing over the water.
The year’s big trapshooting event in cial world, and proficiency at it has
George Elliott Ratterson is a Michigan was the state tournament become quite as much one of a gen
(Special Correspondence)
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. Upper Dam, August 8—A recent young gentleman from New York wh held at Detroit July 22 to 24 inclus tleman’s necessary accomplishments as
is a welcome guest and the young ive. The attendance, as might have the ability to shoot and ride and
Portland,
Maine
letter asking Maine Woods reporter folks are playing tennis, boating and been expected in one of the leading play polo. In our own country, such
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for “ please tell us where Upper Dam is,” tramjping over the trails through the trapshooting states, was large and country clubs as Piping Rock, KnollMaine vacationists, tourists and sports reminds me of the minister who forest.
Bathing for the children enthusiastic,
about
150 different wood, the Crescent Athletic, Larchmen. All farm,* dairy products, pork once started for a fishing trip as well afe the older ones is now a shooters actually participating in the mont, Travers Island, etc., have all
and poultry from our own farm, enabl to the Rangeley Lakes going via daily pastime.
adopted trap shooting as one of their
various matches.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, Umbagog and telling his family he
With all the camps taken and most
The Michigan championship went standard outdoor sports, and have
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
should stop and fish at the lower of the rooms in the hotel this is one to W. L. Stonehouse of Pontiac, who many fine teams in the field both for
American plan. Send for circular.
dam, and said he, “ If I don’t have of the merriest places on the Range- scored 96 out of a possible 100 in contests and among members.
We invented the game of trap shoot
any luck there I am going to Middle ley waters.
the contest for the title, using Nitro
Camps at Long Dam.” As it happened,, the next
ing
here in America.
Hundreds or
Club speed shells. The high amateur
Pond.
Many
week the reverend gentleman was
average cup was won by J. W. Hart, thousands of sportsmen of all degrees
out-lying ponds,
much
wanted
at
home and a
of Dresden*, Ontario, who shot
the have clubbed together to own trap
S.
C.
HARDEN,
Write
telegram was sent addressed “Rev.
j same ammunition and broke 435 out shooting grounds and the necessary
Rangeley, Maine ------ ------ somewhere in the Dam
paraphernalia of the sport. They are
birds durinS U16 three organized into state associations and
region Rangeley, Maine,” and he
i days.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
got the telegram.
But where is
-----------| The five-man team
championship hold big shoots in various parts of
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region.
the country, such as the Pinehurst
Upper
Dam?
At the outlet of
SDecial June and September rates. Booklet.
was
won
by
Bay
City
with
a score of
y
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
Mid-winter Handicap, the Travers Is
Mooseiookmeguntic Lake which is
!I 226 out
of
ua* ui 250, four members of the
land Amateur Championship, the East
connected
with
the
Mollychunkamunk
.
_
.
winning
team
using
Remington-UMC
DEAD RIVER REGION
ern Handicap, and the great classic
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every by a stream of only a short dis
guns and shells. Other principle fea
of the whole year, the’Grand American
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca tance, and here at the foot of the
tures of the interesting program were
Handicap.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting dam controlled by the Union Water
the contests for the Gilman and
But as a nation our average is far
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. Power Company, is the world wide
Barnes trophy, the Crawford trophy
behind
England in the extent of our
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
famous trout and salmon pool, where
(Special to Maine Woods.)
and the Wayne County amateur \outdoor sport. But the increase of
many of the most noted fly fisher Mosquito, Me., Aug. 9— Since
the championship; the first being captur country life among us, the growing
OUANAN1CHE LODGE.
weeks and heavy rain of last week the fishing ed by J. A. Marks, of Detroit, 49 out
Grand Lake Stream, W ashington Co., Me. men in America spend
numerical strength of the town and
World wide known for its famous fishing, months casting every known fly to j has been fine. Last evening Mr. Har
of 50, with Nitro Club shells; the seo» country dweller, is changing all that.
vacation and hunting country.
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake tempt the fish they know are there. old Stonehill of New York took
10 ond by John Hartford, of Detroit, 414 We see how how the Englishmen de
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Pleoty storage capacity for But —- - y an angler has not yet suc trout in half an hour at the mouth out of 450; and the third also by Mr. rives his fine, vigorous sportsmanship
machines. From, there one can take steamer to
in
catching a “ record” of Alder stream which enters Lake Hartford, with the same record, made from the opportunities that his coun
any part of the laxe territory. The best hunt ceeded
mg, fishing and vacation section of beautifu which means a fish of three pounds
try life affords, and so we try to follow
Moxie-. Largest 1% pounds.
This with Nitro Clubs and a Remington his experience and get some of the
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec. 1st to and over, and this last week only is Mr. Stonehill’s first fishing
trip autoloading gun. The Crawford tro good things of life in our own country
April 1st.
a trio has been recorded.
to Moxie, which he is enjoying im phy is for the highest average score side.
RANGELEY LAKES
As we Jiave not the great game co
Dr. F. B. Gummey of Philadelphia mensely. Mr. Wm. Brackett,
Mr. of a member of the Pastime Gun
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
verts of England, the way to profi
for free circular.
on a number 10 Wickham Fancy fly Whitney and Mr. Darcey of Norridge- Club on the grounds of which the ciency in wing-shooting lies in prac
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis, Maine.
caught a 3-pound 4-ounce trout, but wock took the limit (25 trout)
at tournament was held.
tice wittr the clay birds. It is a pleas
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
ant way—a game in itself, fascinating
still talks about the salmon that Baker pond one day last week. Man
Best Saimaa and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
in the pleasures of playing it, and
hailing begins about June 1. Send for circular. “ made me sick,” for it was “ surely other fine catches have been taken! 'T PAYS TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN I
thrilling in its rewards for skill and
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., an eight-pound
salmon.”
And
for
WOODS.
LO
W
A
D
V
E
R
T
IS
E
recently.
accomplishment.
Upper Dam, Maine.
ING RATES.
over half an hour the doctor was on
Other excitement at camp is danc
—Warren H. Miller in TraveL
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
the anxious seat before the salmon ing, boating and swimming. Profes
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, shook his tail at him and
started sor Harold Stonehill, assisted by
best trout fishing in Maine.
for the white water.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
Mrs.
Leon
Baudler
of
New
E. J. Atlee of Germantown, Penn., York City is teaching everyone in
CHASE POWD CAMPS. Now is the
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why records his first for this season, a camp all the latest dances.
Recent arrivals are;
Oscar T.
not take a trip to, the real Pine Woods? 3-pound salmon.
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Jones, Mr. Sand]eng, Tom DeWise,
John
S.
Doane
of
Boston
with
a
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. small fly one 3-pound 7 ounces, Orrin Miss Jennie Kennedy, Miss Bean
and Miss Durgin of The Forks; Dr.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
Dyke, guide.
6 l) t CHAD01JRNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine
Leon Baudlen, Paul Victorious and
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Richert of
Prof. Harold Stonehill
New York., coming in their touring
Mr. John Vaughan and wife of Bos-|
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled car via Poland Spring as far as the
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
ton, took 30 trout at Mountain Dim-:
—Best of hunting—Special rates for Barker,
were
guests of their
June, September, October and Novem
ick pond, that weighed, (dressed) 20
friends, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Van Duber—Write for Booklet.
pounds. Largest 3 y2 pounds.
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Hamsen,, for the past week.
It was
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
The
salmon
are
rising
fine
at
Bak.
Pleasant Island,
Maine. their first visit to a Maine woods
er pond now.
mock or something else you don’t want.
camp
and
they
were
greatly
fascin
RANGELEY TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
Today is master Bernard Baudler’s
On Rangeley Lake.
ated with the life. Mr. Richert, who
celebrated
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile never cast the fly before returned 9th birthday which was
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
in motor riding and refreshments.
July 1 to Oct.
home with a bad case of “ fishing fev
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Many other guests are expected in
er” which can only be cured by com
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
a few days from Boston, New' York
ing again and catching a “ record” ,
Raugeley, Maine.
and New Hampshire.
for his first salmon only weighed a
W e have sold things for others, and we can do the
little over 2 pounds. This morning
More American Supremacy.
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
they regretfully started for home, go
Fresno county, California, produces
ing
via
the
Dixville
Notch
route
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout
94,000,000 pounds, or about 60 per
Address, Classified Department,
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large through the White Mountains.
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
cent of the California raisin crop, and
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk
The flag is again flying from the nearly twice the quantity produced by
M AIN E W OODS,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm.
Send for Booklet W. H. BEAN, Proprietor, £arup of Walter H. Sawyer of Au- Spain.

YORK C A M P S ,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

F I S H I N G

UPPER DAM
EASILY FOUND

W EST END
HOTEL

FISHING

Wallter M. Brackett of Boston,
the oldest painter in the United
States, who celebrated his 91st birth
day at the Boston Art club two
weeks ago last Saturday evening,
left recently for his annual camping
and fishing expedition to Canada.
Alone, the sportsman left for Canad
ian wilds. This is his 30th annual
trip, and he will be gone two months.
His boy,, Arthur, who is 70 years of
age, was unable to be at the North
Station to see his father off, as he
went to his summer camp in New
Hampshire two weeks ago. Yet the
cld man was given a good sendoff
by other “ boys,” many of whom are
60 and 70 years of age. Mr. Brack
ett intends to stop at Sherbrooke for
a day and spend two days in Que
bec at the Chateau Frontenac.
He
will make his way by rail and boat
to the Saguenay river.
His
old
guide, Louis, will meet him with a
buckboard, on which they will ride
12 miles to the confluence of the
Saguenay
and Marguerite rivers.
From
there
they
will
pad
dle
in
a canoe
three miles
Louis
where
to
the camp
for the last 30 years has attended
to the wants of the elderly fisher
man. Mr. Brackett, as he left, said
that he never felt better, although
he now has to resort to the aid of
his glasses more frequently than
formerly, when he paints and reads.

Got Bad Fishing Fever, but Can be
Cured by Catching a Record. „

ENJOYING THE
POPULAR DANCES °f 450 C*ay

Get Limit of Trout at Baker Pond
and ten In One Half Day at
Alder Stream.

BIG RESULTS
FR O M S M A LL ADS.

PLEASANT ISLAND CMNrs

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS

Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.

Phillips, Maine

